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The purpose of this project was to design and develop a program
to help parents become more effective in recognizing and responding to
characteristics and behaviors of the transescent, with special emphasis
on assisting parents with their child's transitions into the middle school
and high school. To accomplish this task, current literature, research,
and programs related to the parenting of the transescent were studied.
Subsequently, a program was designed and developed for
implementation at Morgan Middle School in the Ellensburg School
District, Ellensburg, Washington.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction

So you have a 10- to 14-year-old in your household. Congratulations.
The next few years of your life will be filled with concerns about the most
active, rambunctious, loving, self-absorbed, scared (and scary) group of
kids around. The loving, responsive, responsible youngster you knew
only a few years ago has turned into this moody, forgetful, irresponsible,
impolite, loud dynamo (Berla, Henderson, and Kerewesky, 1989, p. 3).
Berla highlights the challenges parents face when parenting a
transescent. Transescents go through a myriad of physical and emotional
changes which will undoubtedly have an impact upon their parents. Berla also
states that middle schools which are effective in developing partnerships with
parents should sponsor "parent-to-parent communication and events, so
families can get to know each other and develop common standards for their
children's behavior and social life."
Mediwrite (1994) continues this thought by suggesting, "Our assumption
is that many parents know skills intellectually, but cannot always put them into
practice because of emotional and situational interferences" (p. 6).
"Just as learning continues throughout life, parent education is also a
continuous process based on experience, observation of models, media
coverage, as well as attendance in special classes" (Berger, 1991, p. 185).
1
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Kane (1992) also supports these claims. He states:
The vagaries of early adolescents' development both befuddle and
bemuse. Some adults, confronted with the "range of the strange" in early
adolescents, simply hope for the best and ride out the expected "storm."
But principals and staff members in a caring and responsive school can
help parents better understand the dynamics of early adolescence and
foster real communication between transescents and adults. (p. 13)
Need for the Project
The need to develop an education program for parents of middle level
students at Morgan Middle School was influenced by the following
considerations:
1. The writer's (Michael P. McCloskey) awareness of an increasing
number of parents asking for the school's assistance in responding to the needs
of their transescent children.
2. No existing program at Morgan Middle School addressing the needs
of parents of transescents.
3. Parent education programs becoming popular and sought-after in
schools around the state.
4. The writer being afforded an opportunity to attend a workshop in
Yakima, Washington on Schools' Development of Parent Education Programs.
5. Encouragement from Morgan Middle School Principal Don Price to
develop and implement a parent education program.
6. The study coincided with the writer's graduate studies in Educational
Administration at Central Washington University.
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Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a program to help
parents become more effective in recognizing and responding to characteristics
and behaviors of the transescent, with special emphasis on assisting parents
with their child's transitions into the middle school and high school. To
accomplish this task, current literature, research, and programs related to the
parenting of the transescent were studied. Subsequently, a program was
designed and developed for implementation at Morgan Middle School in the
Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, Washington.

Definition of Terms

Significant terms used in the context of this study have been defined as follows:

1. Middle School: Any school grouping or combination of grades 5-8 (Kohut,
1988, p. 5).
2. Parenting - Behaviors associated with the raising or rearing of a child or
children.
3. Transescent - The ten- to fourteen-year-old-child going through the period of
transition and development unique to children of this age level (Wiles and
Bondi, 1993, p. 285).
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Limitations of the Project

For purposes of this project, the following limitations were identified :
1. Scope: The education program for parents was designed to be used at
Morgan Middle School, Ellensburg, Washington.

2. Research: The preponderance of research and literature reviewed for the
purpose of this study was limited to research conducted within the last ten (10)
years.

3. Target Population: The education program produced as a result of this
project was designed for parents of students in grades six, seven, and eight with
special emphasis on assisting parents with students' transitions to middle
school and high school.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

The review of related liter-ature and research summarized in Chapter 2
has been organized to address:
1. Defining the Transescent Student
2. Research Supporting the Need for Parent Education Programs
3. Review of Selected, Existing Parent Education Program(s)
4. Developing and Implementing a Parent Education Program
5. Summary
Research addressed in Chapter 2 was identified through an Educational
Resource Information Centers (ERIC) computer search and a hand search of
various other pertinent sources.

Defining the Transescent Student

"Adolescence has been regarded as a stormy, emotionally turbulent time
by many. Some have blamed physiological factors; others have pointed to peer
pressure and intimacy" (Siegel & Shaughnessy, 1995, p. 217). Siegel and
Shaughnessy (1995) believed that this time in a transescent's life is a time of
many firsts including first dating experiences, love, and jobs (p. 217). It is also a
time when adults become less important to the transescent as they begin to
relate more directly to their peer 9.roups (p. 219).

)
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Middle school programs were designed to "provide a program especially

designed for the ten-to-fourteen-year-old child going through the unique
transescent period of growth and development. There is recognition that
students ten to fourteen constitute a distinct grouping -- physically, socially, and
intellectually" (Wiles and Bondi, 1993, p. 285)
Wiles and Bondi (1993) also suggested, "Pre- and early adolescents
experience dramatic physical, social, emotional, and intellectual changes
resulting from maturational changes. More biological changes occur in the
bodies and minds of youngsters between the ages of ten and fourteen than any
other period in their lives except the first nine months of their development" (p.
288). Moreover, human behavior is not only as a result of these biological
changes, but as a result of multiple causes. The transescents' actions are a
result of heredity, environment, and time (Paisley, 1995, p. 89).
According to Manning (1992), some typical behaviors of the transescent
include:
1. Young adolescents begin considering peer expectations of their
behavior to be more important than their parents' expectations.
2. Young adolescents may want to date or participate in social activities
with the opposite sex at a younger age than parents expect.
3. Young adolescents may show signs of experimenting with sex, drugs
(including alcohol), and tobacco.
4. Young adolescents may appear uncooperative, rebellious, and
generally not as cooperative during the previous years.
5. Young adolescents may want to dress, act, and engage in behaviors
commonly associated with older adolescents and adults.
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6. Young adolescents may show less interest in academic aspects of
school and more interest in the social and cocurricular activities.
7. Young adolescents may demonstrate an inordinate concern with their
appearance.
8. Young adolescents may complain of a double standard or unfairness
where older adolescents have more privileges, freedom, etc.
9. Young adolescents may demonstrate a keen sense of social
consciousness toward people of other social or cultural backgrounds.
10. Young adolescents' behavior may be spontaneous and erratic,
changing from desirable to undesirable and vice versa (p. 27).
Berla, Henderson, & Kerewsky (1989) continued by suggesting the
following traits of transescents:
• a high level of emotional and physical energy combined with long
periods of 'hanging out' and doing nothing productive by adult
standards
• indulging in risk-taking behavior yet having feelings easily hurt
• a desire to be more independent from families and at the same time, a
need to be nurtured and protected
• being self-absorbed and craving privacy, together with great concern
about being accepted by the group
• demanding privileges but avoiding responsibility, at the same time they
are developing a deep concern about social issues and others. (p. 6)
In addition to the normal developmental changes middle school students
experience, social changes have also had a major impact on the lives of
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emerging adolescent learners between the ages of ten and fourteen (Wiles and

Bondi, 1993, pp. 301-302). Wiles and Bondi also stated that some of the social
changes include:
• the breakdown of the American family, changing work patterns of
parents
• an 800% increase in alcoholism among teenagers between 1983 and
1993

• the fact that 43% of all persons arrested for serious crimes in the United
States are juveniles
• a rapidly increasing number of teenage pregnancies
• the doubling of the teenage suicide rate between 1980 and 1990
• and the tremendous amount of time pre- and early adolescents spend
in front of the television (pp. 301-302).
Shepard and Ragan (1992) indicated that the middle school movement
has become the fastest growing organizational pattern in the modern school
system. They suggested:
Several developments during the 1960's contributed to this growth.
Research findings confirmed the experiences of educators that the onset
of puberty had dropped considerably. Students in grades 6-9 were
developmentally quite different than previous students had been. Ninth
graders were physically, mentally, emotionally, and socially more like
high-school youngsters than seventh and eighth graders. Also, fifth and
sixth graders were beginning to display develop·mental characteristics
like those of previous seventh and eighth graders. The middle school
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years may well be the most difficult years in the emotional and
intellectual development of young people (p. 143).
McFarlane, Bellissimo, and Norman (1994) reported that the style of
parenting turned out to be the main determinant of the well being of adolescents
(p. 847). Kindred, Bagin, and Gallagher (1990) wrote that through effective
parent education programs which emphasize child growth and development,
parents come to "understand their own children better and to realize that all
children have common characteristics at different ages" (p. 149). Paisley (1995)
continued this theme by sharing information about the stages of development
and the developmental needs, tasks, and the range of typical behaviors of
adolescents. He believed that parents could be comforted and helped to
develop appropriate expectations and strategies for parenting (p. 89).

Research Supporting the Need for Parent Education Programs

Parents, as children's first teachers, affect their attitudes about school.
Parent involvement in the school also affects the students' success (Matz,
1994).

"If parents value education, there is a greater chance their children will

be successful in school." (Sanders as quoted in Matz, 1994, p. 20). Arnold &
Birne (1995) elaborate that, "No single factor has a greater impact on students'
education than the involvement of their families in learning. Parental
involvement conveys to students the importance of education - a critical
message, especially for students at risk of dropping out" (p. 29 )
"It is the responsibility of the school district to establish commitment and
to implement a parent involvement program that will assess and meet the needs
of the community" (Arnold and Birne, 1995, p. 31). Berger (1991) indicated that,
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"Schools need to offer parent education. In doing so, they strengthen parentschool-community relationships" (p. 133). Berla, Henderson, and Kerewsky
(1989) suggested that school sponsored parent-to-parent communication
events should be conducted so "families can get to know each other and
develop common standards for their children's behavior and social life (p. 56).
Manning (1992) stated that, "Most middle level educators have heard
comments of bewildered parents as their youngsters enter early adolescence
and begin the transition to the middle level school. A parent education program
can teach parents about the developmental aspects of their 1O to 14-year-olds
and about the transition from the elementary to the middle level" (p. 24).
Manning also contended that, "Although parent education programs have
become routine aspects of many early childhood programs, educators generally
have not developed programs designed to teach about young adolescents and
the middle level school" (p. 25).
"Three factors document the importance of parent education in the
middle grades: understanding the developmental period, responding
appropriately to young adolescent behavior, and understanding the transition to
middle school." (Manning, 1992, p. 25).

Matz (1994) believed that the main

objective of a parent education program "is to reemphasize the importance of
he parent's role in battling harmful influences on society on our youth" (p. 21 ).
Manning quoted Batsell who suggested that "middle level parent
education programs can include "an opportunity for parents to become active
participants in their children's education, to interact with professional
adolescent specialists, to receive support from other parents struggling through
the same difficult period, and to gain a better understanding of the school and
its education problems." Berger (1991) continues :
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Parent education meetings offered by schools are viable for those
with children at any age level. The parent of a young child may be
interested in child development , enrichment activities, and promotion of
creativity. Parents of children at all ages are concerned about drugs and
alcohol. Parent education groups that allow parents to meet and discuss
common concerns are a very essential part of the educational program.
Interestingly, junior highs and high schools have very few parent
education groups, but the parents of these students are vitally concerned
about their children's futures. They need information, but, even more
important, they need the support system that a parent education group
offers. If parents of adolescents can discuss problems and understand
that other parents have the same concerns, they are able to cope with
pressures better. (p. 133)

Manning (1992) indicated that, "Programs are needed that reflect a
sound understanding of the parent education concept and of the unique
developmental aspects of 10 to 14-year-olds (p. 25). Manning also believed
that since many parents of transescents attended junior high school programs,
they may need to be educated as to the philosophy and practices of a middle
level school (p. 26). He further intimated that parent education programs can
teach parents about the development of transescents and the transition to the
middle level school (p. 28) "Basically, educators must provide programs that
convince parents their children are not necessarily 'going bad' or 'turning into
hoodlums,' and that young adolescents have a strong need to feel accepted
and understood." (Manning, 1992, p. 26)
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Arnold and Birne (1995) also addressed the need for parent education
programs. They noted, "Teachers generally acquire knowledge and learn
about new teaching methods and programs through inservice professional
development programs. But how can we expect parents to work with schools to
help their children become successful students?" (p. 30). Elksnin and Elksnin
(1991) cautioned that although there are a number of parent training programs
which are nothing more than self-help manuals, "teachers need to provide
additional support and provide practice opportunities to promote behavioral
change" (p. 231 ). They continued with this belief: "When parents ask for help in
solving home and school problems, many teachers feel unable to provide
needed assistance and support. Parent training enables parents to acquire
new skills and to form effective partnerships with professionals" (p. 230).
"Parents who understand their young adolescent and the transition to the
middle level will be more supportive of both their young adolescents and middle
level programs" (Manning, 1992, p. 28). Elksnin and Elksnin (1991) concluded
that through parent training, educators can help parents acquire skills that will
allow them to become advocates, co-teachers, and collaborators (p. 233).
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Review of Selected. Existing Parent Education Programs

"A wide array of activities are considered appropriate for parent
education programs, ranging from family and cultural transmission of child
rearing values, skills, and techniques , to more specific parenting behaviors"
(Manning, 1992, p. 24).
Kane (1992) cautioned organizers not to fall into the common temptation
of calling on professionals outside the school to act as presenters. Kane
instead suggested, "using the talents of the principal, school counselors,
teachers, and pupil personnel support staff [which] gives them an opportunity to
demonstrate what they know. Kane concluded, "unlike the local mental health
center worker, the school staff member is there the next day for a follow-up
phone call from a parent. As a result, a genuine dialogue can be established"
(p. 13).
According to Arnold and Birne (1995), The Parent University program in
Union City, New Jersey, "provides parents with the information and skills they
need to help their children succeed in school," (p. 30). Classes offered at
Parent University included:
• School Budget Awareness Night,
• PTA monthly meetings,
• Participation of Parents on school level planning teams,
• District Wide parent steering committee for school improvement teams,
•Participation on family life curriculum committee, Career day,
• Financial workshops for high school juniors and seniors and their
parents,
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• Nutrition Awareness workshops,
• Computer workshops,
• Family math and family science,
• Hands-on science experiments,
• Educational fair for eighth grade students and their parents,
• Introduction to the high-school curriculum and recreational programs,
• Orientation night for all ninth graders and their parents,
• Teen pregnancy program,
• Homework without tears,
• Assertive Discipline (Arnold and Birne, 1995, p. 31 ).
Parents' Institute on Early Adolescence "is a series of workshops focused
on the dynamics of early adolescents." It addressed the following topics over a
two-year period. Topics explored in the first year included:
• Understanding Early Adolescence: An Overview,
• Living with 10 to 15 year-olds,
• Talking about sex,
• Risk-taking behaviors,
• Substance abuse update,
• The single parent family and early adolescence,
• "Kids on Kids" ("Kids on Kids" is an audiovisual presentation in which
thoughts of early adolescents are read by youngsters from the middle
level school against a slide presentation focused on issues of young
teens: friendship, peer pressure, independence, family, etc.)
• Early Adolescent community resources.
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Second year topics included:
• Understanding Early Adolescence: An Overview,
• Setting Limits for Early Adolescents,
• The contemporary Family and the Early Adolescent, Teenage Suicide,
• "Kids on Kids"
• Early Adolescent community resources. (Kane, 1992, pp. 12-13).
Another available parent program was entitled "Solving child behavior
problems at home and at school" and was designed for "parents, teachers, &
therapists interested in problem prevention & resolution of major and minor
problems at home & school" (Elksnin and Elksnin, 1991, p. 233). The program
utilized Family Skill Training, a form of behavioral family therapy that attempted
to teach parents/teachers to independently solve child behavioral problems.
"Parents learn principles of child development, behavior assessment, behavior
change, and group problem solving" (p. 233).
Binford and Newell (1991) shared information about Ira Gordon's parent
education model and its implementation in Richmond, Virginia. "The Richmond
application of Gordon's home-involvement model used a 'parent educator' from
the community to make home visits and to initiate a home-school learning cycle"
(p. 233). Binford and Newell (1991) also found that "Parents in the [Ira Gordon]
program became more active participants in school and community activities"
(p. 234).
Another parent education program, entitled Parenting Plus, "is a program
designed to help families improve parenting skills and promote good
relationships with family members and the community (Mediwrite, 1994, p. 2.1 ).
Parenting Plus follows a format where the families eat a meal together which is
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generally provided by the program presenters. Following the meal, the children
are taken to an area to participate in guided activities by trained staff members ·
while the parents meet separately for lesson on parenting. Finally, the evening
concludes with the students and parents joining together in a planned family
activity (p. 2.1 ).
Developing and Implementing a Parent Education Program
Berger (1991) suggested there are six types of parent education
programs :
1. Unstructured meetings with no goals, curriculum, or trained leader
2. Meetings led by lay leaders to get feedback, solve a problem, study
an issue, or become better acquainted
3. Meetings led by lay leaders who follow a curriculum devised by
professionals
4. Meetings called by parents and/or a professional that involve
members and respond to their concerns with professional support
5. Meetings called and led by a professional with participation by lay
members
6. Meetings called, led, directed, and controlled by the professional, with
members of the audience being observers only (p. 184).
Berger (1991) also indicated that "before you begin a parent education
program, and periodically during the program, make evaluations to determine
the interests and needs of the community." (p. 187)
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Manning (1992) also shared, "Developing a parent education program
based on specific family and community needs might prove more effective, and
might be received more enthusiastically by parents" (p. 26).
Elksnin and Elksnin (1991) noted the following 'best' practices should be
considered :
1. Use Knowledgeable and Skillful Trainers
2. Group Parents Based Upon Common Need
3. Include Common Elements of Effective Programs
4. Establish Clear Goals for the Training Program,
5. Meet Effectiveness Criteria,
6. Recognize that Parent Training is a Challenge (pp. 231, 233).
Nye as quoted in Fine (1989) suggested that for a program to be
implemented effectively, these components must be present:
• Trained leaders,
• Local investment in planning, resources, and selection of evaluation
criteria,
• Extra pay for leaders,
• Positive regard and recognition of local systems for parent education
and involvement programs,
• Selection of appropriate parent education models,
. • Evaluation of parent attitudes toward training,
• Provision of materials to parents who cannot afford them,
• Continuity of programs across grade levels,
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• Preparation of school administrative and teaching personnel to
implement parent education and involvement programs (p. 333).
Alberto and Troutman as quoted in Elksnin and Elksnin (1991)
recommended that parent training programs be a held in a ten-session format.
"Each session includes lecture, in-session practice activities, and homework
assignments."
Fine (1989) concluded, "Parents have to feel the programs are in their
interest with regard to developing parenting skills or academic understanding.
They have to sense their cooperation and assistance is vital to student
emotional and academic well-being (p. 333).

Summary

The research and literature summarized in Chapter 2 supported the
following predominant themes:
1. Students aged ten to fourteen go through a unique period of growth
and development.
2. This transescent period as a result of maturation causes dramatic
physical, social, emotional, and intellectual changes.
3. Parents are frequently frustrated by a lack of understanding of and the
inability to deal with the changes in transescent students.
4. Parents who value and are involved in their children's education may
positively affect their success.
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6. Through parent training, parents are able to acquire the skills
necessary to become advocates, co-teachers, and collaborators in the
education process.
7. At this time, a variety of parent education programs are being
implemented across the country.
8. Parent education programs should last between four and ten
sessions.
9. It is preferable that the experts who deliver the programs be
accessible to the parents for support and advice after the program has been
delivered.
10. Parent education programs should meet the needs of the parents in
the community.
11. Parent education programs should be led by knowledgeable and
skillful trainers.
12. Parent education programs should include both lecture and activities
as a part of the program.

CHAPTER 3
PROCEDURES OF THE PROJECT
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a program to help
parents become more effective in recognizing and responding to characteristics
and behaviors of the transescent, with special emphasis on assisting parents
with their child's transitions into the middle school and high school. To
accomplish this task, current literature, research, and programs related to the
parenting of the transescent were studied. Subsequently, a program was
designed and developed for implementation at Morgan Middle School in the
Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, Washington.
Chapter 3 addresses:
1) Development of support for the project
2) Planned implementation of the project

Development of Support for the Project

Following the writer's administrative internship and increased
communication with parents through Morgan Middle School's restructuring
efforts, as well as the increasing number of parents seemingly frustrated by
being unable to meet the needs of their transescent students, the need for an
effective parent education program became apparent.
The writer began discussing plans for developing a parent education
program at Morgan Middle School with the principal of the school, the Morgan
Parent Group, the Morgan Activities Coordinator, and the sixth grade bloc team
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Additionally, grant money was sought and obtained by the writer and his
principal for the training of program presenters. This training provided funds to
support the use of experienced parent education professionals to train
presenters for the Morgan program as well as to assist with the facilitation of the
parent education sessions.
Input from the individuals named above, the writer's attendance at a
workshop on developing parent training programs, and the aforementioned
grant all influenced the writer's decision to proceed with the development of an
education program for parents of middle level students.

Planned Implementation of the Project

This project was designed and developed for use at Morgan Middle
School in Ellensburg Washington. It is expected that the program presented in
Chapter 4 will be implemented in the Spring of 1996. Parents of students in
grades 5-12 will be invited with special emphasis on reaching those parents of
students in grades five and eight. The program will be evaluated by
participating staff and parents. Recommendations for improvements and/or
whether to continue the project in future years will be considered at that time.

CHAPTER 4
THE PROJECT
An education program for parents of transescents at Morgan Middle
School entitled "Parenting the Transescent" was developed and is presented
here in Chapter 4. The program's intent was to help parents become more
effective in recognizing and responding to the characteristics and behaviors of
the transescent.
The following nine sections describe in detail the design, development,
and implementation of the program:
Section 1: Assessing Parent Interest and Needs
Section 2: Developing a Budget
Section 3: Selecting a Site
Section 4: Content of the Program
Section 5: Recruitment of Presenters
Section 6: Training of Presenters
Section 7: Advertising/Promoting the Program
Section 8: Organization of the Program
a) Set-up
b) Registration

c) Child Care
d) The Meals
e) The Workshops

f) Family Activities
g) Evaluation
Section 9: Program Evaluation
22
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ASSESSING PARENT NEEDS AND INTERESTS

Entering the transescent years can be difficult for both the students and
their parents. Over and over again, parents would call and stop by Morgan
asking (and in many cases begging) for help in dealing with their children.
Comments were made about a decline in grades, lack of sufficient study skills,
friendship problems, drug and alcohol involvement, as well as a perceived
inability to communicate and effectively discipline their youngsters.
This information was used as a basis to construct the topics for the four
program series. Further, the author attended several meetings of the Morgan
Parent Group, attended an effective parenting presentation sponsored by the
Morgan Parent Group, and enrolled in a PLUS for Families workshop offered in
Yakima, Washington. From these activities, he was able to ascertain the
common concerns aired by parents and the types of workshops which have
been effective in the past.
Discussions ensued with the principal of Morgan Middle School, the
Ellensburg School District Student Assistance Program coordinator and my codirector for the program. As the discussions progressed, four general themes
emerged: Student growth and development, academic success, drug and
alcohol use, and communication and control issues between parents and
transescents.
The theme of student growth and development was to include a
P-3

presentation on the normal aspects of growth and development of transescents
to help parents prepare for and better understand the physical and social
changes in their children.
Academic success was another area of concern frequently commented
on by parents. There seemed to be a need to provide parents with some
strategies they could employ to help their children be successful at the middle
and high school level. There also seemed to be a need to help parents be
advocates for their children if they were not experiencing success in school.
Drug and alcohol abuse was identified as the most widely needed area
of attention. Students are becoming involved in drug and alcohol activities at
younger age levels than in the past while there is an the increase in the variety
and potency of the drugs available. Parents expressed the need to be
educated in what substances are available and what strategies could be used
to help their transescents avoid getting involved in the use of drugs and alcohol.
Further, there appeared to be a need to help parents gain knowledge of the
options available in the event that their transescents do become involved.
The final area of concern for parents was simply to gain an
understanding of how to effectively communicate with their transescents and
what control methods are effective with this age of child. Parents might benefit
from an opportunity to hear what has worked for other parents and to develop a
support network.
The four themes discussed above were developed and presented as part
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of a series of workshops. Following the workshops, parents were asked for
feedback. Feedback addressed the overall effectiveness of the workshops,
possible changes in format, and parental concerns for consideration as topics
for future workshops. A copy of the evaluation instruments can be found under
"Evaluation" in Section Eight entitled "Organization of the Program."
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DEVELOPING A BUDGET

Funding for this program came from a variety of sources. The Morgan
Middle School Professional Leave Fund provided the necessary financial
support to allow the author to attend and participate in training at a PLUS for
Families workshop.
Additionally, a grant of $4000.00 was made available by ESD 105 and
the Student Assistance Program for development of a parenting program.
These funds were used for supplies, training, and stipends for presenters,
coordinators, childcare providers, and cooks.
Funds for the meals provided at each session were made available
through several sources. Following a presentation by the author, the Morgan
Middle School Parent Group agreed to fund the meal of the first workshop.
Funds for the second meal were provided by the Morgan Middle School
principal out of the building budget. The final two meals were funded by the
Ellensburg School District Student Assistance Program's discretionary funds.
A copy of the budget can be found on the following page.
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PLUS FOR FAMILIES
MORGAN MIDDLE SCHOOL
APRIL 8, 15, 22, 29
REVENUE
PLUS for Families Grant (ESD)
Morgan Parent Group

$4000.00
$100.00

Morgan Building Budget
Student Assistance Program Funds

$125.00
$250.00

TOTAL REVENUE

$4475.00

EXPENSES
Coordinator Stipends
McCloskey
Oppelt

($800.00)
($800.00)

Stevenson

($150.00)

Price
Hall

($150.00)
($150.00)

G. Helleson
B. Helleson

($150.00)

Facilitators

Sorenson

($150.00)
($150.00)

Johnson
Whitney
Childcare Providers ($15.00 night x 4)

($150.00)
($150.00}

Carollo
Weyand

($60.00)
($60.00)

Cooks ($40.00/night x 4)

($160.00)

Materials for Family Activities
Sub Costs for Facilitator Training

($100.00)
Mccloskey

($35.00)

G. Helleson
B. Helleson
Johnson

($56.00)
($56.00)
($21.00)
($70.00)

Bulk Mailing Permit
Meals (4 @ $100.00 ea)

($400.00)
($40.00)

Gynasium Supervisor (Vasquez)
TOT AL EXPENSES

($3858.00)

SURPLUS/DEFICIT

$617.00
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SELECTION OF A SITE

Several criteria were used in the selection of a site for the program. First,
there needed to be adequate facilities available to serve and provide dining
space for a large number of participants. There also was a need for adequate
meeting areas away from the dining area which could be flexible enough to
handle both small and large group discussions. A facility was needed to
provide an area for childcare which would be suitable for pre-school and
elementary aged children. Finally, the facility would need an area large enough
to conduct activities for transescent students as well as family activities. It was
also felt that the chosen facility should be as attractive and convenient as
possible so as to be comfortable and pleasant for the participants.
It was quickly decided that since this was a Morgan Middle School
sponsored activity and that the school was conveniently located in the center of
town, that it would make an ideal site for the workshop series. The school had a
large cafeteria as well as the school district's central kitchen facility (where the
meals would be prepared). There were both large and small classrooms which
provided the flexibility for both large and small group meetings. Close to these
rooms was a special education classroom which had a number of toys and
activities available making it an ideal small child care area. Finally, the Morgan
gymnasium was available for both transescent and family activities. The
majority of the programs would be held in the newer sections of the building
P-8

making it an attractive facility for the participants.
The director of the Ellensburg School District's Community Schools
program was contacted to reserve the facilities which were subsequently made
available.
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CONTENTOFTHEPROGRAM

Based upon parent interest and need presented in Section One, it was
decided to offer the workshop series over the course of four evenings in April of
1996. To maximize participation, four evenings were determined to be a
realistic commitment of parents, staff, and community with busy spring
schedules.
The first night focused on discussion and activities related to the normal
developmental stages of a transescent. Participants had the opportunity to
listen to presentations, engage in activities related to the topic, and participate
in discussions with both the presenters and the other participants.
The focus of the second night was on drug and alcohol issues. The
discussion included:

1. Current statistics about use of drugs and alcohol among
students
2. Information about the types and effects of the drugs currently
in use by students in our community
3. Methods parents can employ to help keep transescents
clean and sober
4. Ideas and resources available to help parents whose
transescents choose to use drugs and alcohol.
To facilitate the above discussion topics, a variety of presenters and resources
were utilized.
The third night focused on discussion and activities related to helping
children be successful in school and strategies useful in assisting students who
P - 10

are not experiencing success. Additionally, the discussion included differences
between the middle school and high school and ways in which success
strategies could be employed at both levels.
The final evening focused on a panel discussion of strategies for effective
communication and control of the transescent. Participants were given
opportunities for sharing and discussing ideas on ways to effectively
communicate and control transescents. Additionally, participants were given an
opportunity to develop a network of other parents with whom they could discuss
these issues as they arise and problem-solve to find solutions on an ongoing
basis.
Notes, handouts, and activities related to each of the topics are available
in the section entitled "The Workshops" in Section 8 "Organization of the
Program."
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RECRUITMENT OF PRESENTERS

The author and his co-coordinator agreed that the staff recruited to be
presenters should be varied in age, experience, and current employment status.
They should include school district staff, parents, and community members.
With that in mind, an open letter was sent to all teaching staff at both
Ellensburg High School and Morgan Middle School asking for interested
volunteers. Once those were completed and returned, the volunteers were
plugged into areas which they had interest and experience in. To fill other
vacancies, the author and his co-coordinator relied upon the knowledge and
expertise of other staff, parents, and community members to recruit appropriate
personnel.
The first night focused on the developmental stages of a transescent.
Presenters for this program were recruited who had both training and
experience in dealing with the developmental stages of transescent children
and who could lead a discussion and activities related to the topic. Emily
Stevenson, an Ellensburg High School Home and Family Life teacher with
training in developmental levels, and Don Price, Morgan Middle School
principal were selected to facilitate this event.
The second night's program focused on drug and alcohol use among
transescents. Presenters with expertise, experience, and current statistics on
drug and alcohol use by transescents were sought. Katrina Whitney,
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Ellensburg School District Student Assistance Program Coordinator along with
Joelle Neis, a local substance abuse expert and Erin Coppin, a reserve officer
with the Ellensburg Police Department (whose role is to patrol the Ellensburg
High School Campus) were chosen to facilitate a panel on this topic. All have
extensive backgrounds working with drug and alcohol use by transescents.
The third night focused on strategies parents could use to help their
transescent be successful in school and what to do if they were not
experiencing success. Presenters for this program were recruited who had both
experience and training in helping children be successful in school and were
aware of strategies useful in assisting students who were not experiencing
success. Additionally, presenters were sought who had both middle and high
school experience and who could provide discussion and activities related to
both levels. Deb Oppelt, the author's co-coordinator and a vocational teacher at
Ellensburg High School, and Mike McCloskey (the author), a teacher at Morgan
Middle School were chosen to facilitate this session. Both of these teachers
had training and background in study skills, child advocacy, and homework
strategies for transescent students.
The final evening's topic focused on communication and control issues
between parents and transescents. The goal was to find a panel of parents with
diverse backgrounds at various stages in their parenting, but who seemed to
have had some skills in appropriate parenting. Barb and George Helleson,
Morgan Middle School teachers with four daughters ranging in ages from 16 P - 13

23 were chosen as a couple with most of the transescent years behind them.
Terri Sorenson, a middle school religious education instructor and pre-school
teacher with five children ranging in age from 8 - 18 was selected as a single
mother currently experiencing the transescent years. Finally, Marlyne Johnson,
an Ellensburg High School business education teacher and single mother of an
elementary aged student was chosen to round out the panel. The group met to
plan a presentation around their experiences, and to identify recommendations,
and cautions about parenting a transescent student. The panel also developed
activities and opportunities for interaction between the panel and participants.
A copy of the recruiting letters and acceptance memos can be found on the
following pages.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

All Ellensburg School District Staff

FROM:

Parenting Plus Coordinators

RE:

Training for Facilitators

DATE:

March 6, 1996

Facilitators are needed for parenting classes to be held
April 8, 15, 22, & 29 at Morgan Middle School for parents
with students K-12. Facilitators will attend training on
the Parenting Plus curriculum, and will receive a small
stipend for facilitation on one of these Monday evening
sessions. If you would like to be involved in this program,
sponsored by the Student Assistance Program, please contact
Mike Mccloskey at Morgan Middle School(7-262) by Wednesday,
March 13. Thanks for your support!
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March 13, 1996
Dear George and Barb Helleson:
Thank you for your interest in and willingness to participate in our PLUS for Families
workshops. This series of workshops will be held on the evenings of April 8, 15, 22,
and 29 at Morgan Middle School.
Your role will be to facilitate a one hour discussion related to the topic of the evening
as listed below:
April
April
April
April

8: Adolescent Development (Emily Stevenson, Don Price)
15: Drugs I Alcohol/ Violence (Katrina Whitney, Erin Coppin, CWU P.O.)
22: Study Skills (Deb Oppelt, Mike McCloskey)
29: Communication and Discipline with Adolescents (Terri Sorenson,
Marlyne Johnson, George and Barb Helleson)

To prepare for our sessions, we will be having a joint training and planning meeting
from 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm in the Morgan Middle School library. If a substitute is
required, I have attached a Special Request form for your use. Please complete the
form, have your adminstrator sign it, then route it to Katrina Whitney at the
administration office for her signature and budget code. If you will be unable to attend
this meeting, please let me know immediately.
Additionally, as a small token of my appreciation for your assistance, a stipend of
$150.00 for each facilitator has been budgeted.
Again, thank you for your willingness to participate, If you have any questions, please
.
feel free to contact me at extension 262 at Morgan, or at home at
Sincerely,

Mike McCloskey
Co-Coordinator
PLUS for Families
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Please note: A telephone number was redacted due to privacy concerns.

TRAINING OF PRESENTERS

A two-hour training session for presenters was arranged to occur
approximately two weeks prior to the first program. The session was led by the
author and his co-coordinator. Pam Purvis, PLUS for Families Trainer from
Yakima, joined the group to assist and act as the voice of experience in
developing parent education programs.
The presenters were briefed as to the scope of the program and what
their roles would entail. The pre-arranged teams of presenters were given
approximately one and one half hours to work together as a team to prepare
their presentations. Additionally, each of the presenters were given an
opportunity to brainstorm ideas with the whole group so as to clarify
expectations and gain other ideas.
A copy of the agenda for the meeting follows on the next page.
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PARENTING WORKSHOP SERlES
(PLUS FOR FAMIUES)
MARCH 29 1 1996
1 :00 - 3:00 ·PM

I.

Welcome

II.

Introductions

111.

Intro. ·Welcome .Pam Purvis

IV.

What fs PLUS for Famities?

V.

Our Ve.rslon of the Program
5:30 - 6:15 Dinner
6 :15 - 7:15 Lecture/Discussion
7:15 - 7:45 Famtfy Activity

VI.

What your role ls

VII.

Facilitator Planning Time

VIII.

Conclusion
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ADVERTISING/PROMOTION OF THE PROGRAM

The promotional goal of the program was to invite as many families as
possible to the series of workshops. Parents of students in the fifth through
twelfth grades were targeted as prospective participants and sent promotional
materials.
Students in grades five through twelve were asked to take home to their
parents a flyer explaining the program and inviting parents to attend. Another
version of the flyer was sent through a mass mailing to all parents of Morgan
Middle School parents. This flyer was also distributed by the fifth grade
teachers to the parents visiting their classrooms during spring conferences.
To promote the workshop series within the community, the local
newspaper, the Ellensburg Daily Record, was given and ran a copy of the
original letter sent home to parents to run as a Public Service Announcement
(PSA). Copies were also sent to both local radio stations to run as PSA's.
Additionally, copies of the flyer were sent to each of the local churches
asking them to promote the program in their church bulletins. Copies were also
sent to the local Child Advocacy Council, Juvenile Court offices, Child
Protective Services, and the Department of Social and Health Services.
Participants were asked to call ahead to reserve a space so that food
preparation and materials could be appropriately planned for.
Copies of the promotional materials are included on the following pages.
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Free Parent-Child Activities~
The Ellensburg School District, in conjunction with ESD 105
and the Student Assistance Program, is offering free parentchild evening activities for parents with students K-12, including
child care and dinner on April 8, 15, 22 & 29. Each evening
will begin at 5 :30 with a dinner, and will provide parenting
sen1inars on a variety of issues. The evenings will end with a
parent-child craft activity for families to take home. Free child
care is available during the sessions. Topics will be introduced
by speakers or panels from the community. The scheduled
topics are:
April 8--Child Development Through Adolescence
April 15--Drugs, Alcohol and Violence: Helping Students
Develop Refusal Skills.
Questions and answers about drugs, alcohol and
their effects of children and families.
April 22--Study Skills--How to help your student to be
successful and what to do when they aren't.
April 29--Developing and Maintaining Communication
and Positive Discipline.
All activities will take place at Morgan Middle School and will
begin at 5:30 in the cafeteria. Families who wish to
participate must reserve a space for dinner and child care by
April 1 by contacting Mike McCloskey, District
Coordinator, at 925-8200.
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Announeing:

Sponsored by: Ellensburg School District, Morgan
Middle School, ESB I 05, Ellensburg High School, and
the Student Assistance Program
Monday, April 8:
•Child Development through adolescence:
Understanding what your child is going through.
Monday, April 15:
•Drugs, Alcohol, and Violenee: Helping
students develop refusal skills, q & A about drugs,
alcohol and violence in the adolescent years
Monday, April 22:
•Study Skills: How to help your student be
successful and what to do when they aren't.
Monday, April 29:
•Developing and Maintaining Communication
and Positive Diseipline with your Adolescent
FREE:
• Light Dinner Each Night
•Child Care
• Parent Child Activities
• Lecinre/Discossion Events

5:30 - 6:15 pm
6:15 - 7:15 pm
7:15 - 7:45 pm

BRING:
•Your family!
• Ideas to share
•Questions

ALL EVENTS WILL BE HELD
AT MORGAN MIDDLE
SCHOOL.

EVENING SCHEDULES:
Dinner
Diseossion
Family
Activity

Please call Mitro McCloskey at 925-8262 during the school day
or 925-7937 evenings to reserve your spot at these events. We
look forward to seeing you there!
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ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM

Set-up
Set-up for the program required minimal work for the author. The
cafeteria and food service areas were prepared by the cook hired to serve the
meal. The classrooms, gymnasium, and childcare areas were used in their
existing states.

Registration
In order to best prepare for this first series of workshops, it was decided to
ask the participants to pre-register by phone. Participants were encouraged to
bring their families and could sign up for all or any number of the workshops
they wished to attend.
On the evenings of the workshops, a table was placed near the entrance
to the cafeteria with one of the coordinators greeting participants. Self-stick
name tags were available to assist the participants in getting to know one
another.

Child Care
As advertised, free child care was available for those parents with
elementary and pre-school aged children. Two Morgan Middle School service
club members were recruited and hired to supervise the children . A special
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education classroom was utilized due to its proximity to the parent workshops
and because it was well stocked with toys, a VCR, and suitable videos for the
children.
For the transescent students in attendance, students from Central
Washington University's Leisure Services program were recruited to supervise
an open gym and to develop and coordinate loosely structured activities and
new games.

The Meals
Meals tor the events were funded by the Morgan Parent Group, the
Morgan Middle School building budget, and through Student Asistance
Program discretionary funds. The meals were prepared and served by the
Ellensburg School District Central Kitchen staff.

The Workshops
As mentioned earlier, the workshops were to be held in an easily
accessible classroom near the cafeteria and the other activities. A classroom
was chosen which already had its desks arranged in a semi-circular fashion to
assure a less formal, more comfortable setting for discussion and networking.
Notes, handouts, and activities related to each of the topics are
presented on the following pages.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT THROUGH ADOLESCENCE
Understanding what your child is going through

)

'

I
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Parenting Workshop Series
April 1996
This document is based on the book _" Developmental Tasks and Education" by
Robert J. Havighurst
Developmental Tasks of Adolescence:
Understanding What Your Child Is Going Through

I. Achieving New and More Relations With Age-Mates of Both Sexes
Nature of the Task: The goal: To learn to look upon girls as women and boys as men; to
become an adult among adults; to learn to work with others for a common purpose, disregarding
personal feelings; to learn to lead without dominating.
Biological Basis: Sexual maturity is achieved during adolescence. Sex attraction becomes a
dominant force in the individual's life.
Psychological Basis: From the age of twelve or thirteen, most boys and girls are preoccupied
with social activities and social experimentation. They make school their social laboratory.
The most potent single influence during the adolescent years is the power of group approval. The
youth becomes a slave to the conventions of his age group. Yet this conformity seems limited to
the externals of life. In their inner life adolescent boys and girls are still individuals, sometimes
individualistic to an extreme.

Comnwnly Asked Question(s): To what extent should I (parent or guardian) be concerned
about peer pressure? Is there really any way to combat negative peer pressure?
II. Achieving A Masculine or Feminine Social Role

Nature of the Task: The goal: To accept and learn a socially approved adult masculine or
feminine social role.
Biological Basis: The pubertal growth cycle broadens the physical differences between the
sexes. Women become definitely weaker in terms of physical strength. They also become
physically attractive to men and thus gain one kind of power while losing another.
Psychological Basis: Since the masculine and the feminine roles are different in our society, a
boy has to accept the idea of becoming a man and a girl has to accept the idea of becoming a
women. A growing number of girls find the traditional sex role to be unattractive. They want a
career and marriage with the power to balance their investments in the two roles as they see fit.
Commonly Asked Question(s): Should I (parent/guardian) worry about my "tom boy"
daughter or my son who expresses interest in what may be considered traditional girl activities?
III. Accepting One's Physique And Using the Body Effectively

Nature of the Task: The goal: To become proud, orat least tolerant, of one's body; to use and
protect one's body effectively and with personal satisfaction.
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Biological Basis: The pubertal growth cycle, coming at the beginning of adolescence, involves
a series of endocrine changes with development of adult sexual characteristics and adult physique.
During puberty, girls develop faster than boys. A thirteen year old girl is closer to being a women
than a thirteen year old boy is to being a man. Girls are more mature than boys between the ages of
ten and sixteen. Nearly all girls have reached their adult height at fifteen or sixteen. Boys continue
growing in height until eighteen and beyond.
There is great variability of the ages of beginning and end of the pubertal growth cycle. The age of
greatest variability of physical size and physiological development is about thirteen.

Psychological Basis: The internal physiological changes of adolescence are paralleled not only
by external changes in body size and shape, but also by changes in attitudes and interests.
Everyone in our society goes through adolescence with a lively interest in his/her developing body.
He/she constantly compares himself with his age-mates.
Commonly Asked Question(s): What can I (parents/guardians) do to help the child who
feels he/she is maturing too sf.owly in comparison to his/her immediate peers?

IV. Achieving Emotional Independence of Parents And Other Adults
Nature of the Task: The goal: To become free from childish dependence on parents; to develop
affection for parents without dependence upon them; to develop respect for older adults without
dependence upon them.
Biological Basis: Probably there is a biological basis for this task in the sexual maturing of the
individual. Since the adolescent boy and girl cannot find sexual satisfaction within the family, they
must go outside the family and establish ties to people of their own age. This can hardly happen
without some change in the emotional ties that bind them to their parents.
Psychological Basis: Adolescents and their parents are worried and confused over this task.
·· Boys and girls want to grow up and be independent, yet the adult world is strange and
complicated, causing them to wish for the security of parental protection. In this confused situation
adolescent boys and girls often rebel when parents assert their authority, and then become
dependent children just when parents want them to be responsible adults. Rebellion against parents
is sometimes transformed into rebellion against teachers.

Commonly Asked Question(s): Is it normal for kids to asklapect parents/guardians to play a
lessor role in their education once they reach middle school years? How can I stay involved in my
child's education, yet respect their need to become independent?

V. Preparing for Marriage and Family Life
Nature of the Task: The goal: To develop a positive attitude toward family life; and to get
knowledge necessary for home management.
Biological Basis: Nonna! sexual attraction results in attraction between sex, one of the bases of
mamage.
Psychological Basis: Attitudes are much affected by experiences in the home. There is a great
variability in attitudes toward marriage.

Commonly Asked Question(s): When "should" children begi11 dating? Haw can I help my child
be comfortable with the opposite sex?
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VI. Preparing for an Economic Career
Nature of the Task: The goal: To organize education and energy in order to begin a career. To
feel able to make a living.
Biological Basis: There is no biological basis for this task.
Psychological Basis: The desire to "grow-up" is deeply rooted in most children. One of the most
convincing evidences of adulthood is earning a living wage. Aptitude testing, work experiences,
and knowledge about the world of work help students prepare.

Commonly Asked Question(s): Why doesn't my child understand the value of money? How can
I help them relate school and work?
VU. Acquring a Set of Values and an Ethical System as a Guide to Behavior-Developing
an Idealogy?
Nature of the Task: This process involves selecting a rc!e in society and deve!oping:a system of
beliefs which guide behavior.
Biological Basis: None.

Psychological Basis: Many young people have a great interest in philosophical, political and
religious issues. Life is full of unforseen conflicts of values and adolescents are constantly faced
with moral problems. While analysis of values is possible many homes do not actively seek
discussions of moral and ethical issues.

Commonly Asked Question(s): Can I teach values to my children? Why are their values different
from our families?
VITI. Desiring and Achieving Socially Responsible Behavior
Nature of the Task: The goal: To participate as a responsible adult in the life of the family,
community, and nation.
Biological Basis: None. This seems to be entirely the influence of the family and society on the
individual.
Psychological Basis: The process of becoming a responsible citizen begins from birth. We learn
to sacrifice individual pleasures for the good of the group and the process is en tended steadily
during childhood and adolesence. Many adolesents are disturbed about the ethical quality of
culture.

Commonly Asked Question(s): Can loyalty be taught? Where do individual rights end and group
rights begin? Is equal fair? Is fair equal?
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DRUGS, ALCOHOL, AND VIOLENCE

Helping students develop refusal skills, questions and answers
about drugs, alcohol and violence in the adolescent years
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ELLENSBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT

Student Health Survey Results
The 1994 survey of 8th, 10th and 12th grade students reported the
following findings:
• 18% reported drinking alcohol at school at least a few times.
• 20% reported carrying a weapon to school in the past 30 days (i.e.,
handgun, rifle, knife, club, stick, bat, pipe or other).
• 86% reported that they feel safe at school.
• 6% reported that they are currently in a gang.
• 3% reported being pressured to join a gang.
• 32% reported having been sexually harassed at school.
• 15% reported having been sexually abused.
•. .22% reported having .seriously thought about attempting suicide.
• 15% reported attempting suicide at least once in the past year.
• 94% reported answering honestly to this survey.
Last Spring, an independent survey was conducted with 5 34 EHS students
who reported the following findings:
• 60% said that they had a friend who they considered to have a
problem with drugs or alcohol.
• 3 3% said that one of their family members has a problem with
drugs or alcohol.
• 87% feel there is at least a mild drug/ alcohol use problem at EHS.
• 36% perceive a serious drug and alcohol problem.
Sources: National Data from, Drug Use Among Ame r ican High Sc hool Seniors, Co ll ege Students a n d
Young Adults, 1975-1990. National Institute on Drug Abuse, Public Health Service, U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services .
Scace Data from, A Statewide Re.port on Su bs tance Abuse Among Public Sc hoo l Students in
Washington State, The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (Portland, OR) for the
Washington Stace S.P.I.
Local Data from, Hea lth Promo ti o n and Safety Su rvey, Educational Service DistTict ti 105 for che
Ellensburg School District.
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ELLENSBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT
Student Health Survey Results

• Percent of high school seniors who reported using marijuana in the past
30 days:
National '90 State '90 E-burg '88 E-burg '90 E-burg '92 E-burg '94
14%

15.8%

26%

21%

22.5%

2CPA:i

• Percent of high school seniors reported engaging in recent heayy
drinking (at least 5 drinks in a row at least once within the past two
weeks):
National '90 State '90 E-burg '88 E-burg '90 E-burg '92 E-burg '94
32.2%

27.8%

49%

4(1>;6

4DYo

37%

• Percent of high school seniors who reported using alcohol in the past 30
days:
National '90 State '90 E-burg '88 E-burg '90 E-burg '92 E-burg '94
57.1%

27.8%

78%

68%

68%

52%

• Percent of high school seniors who reported never having a drink:
National '90 State '90 E-burg '88 E-burg '90 E-burg '92 E-burg '94
10%

19%

3%

4.4%

11.7%

12%

• Percent of high school seniors who reported drinking 40+ times in their
lifetime: E-burg '94 ~ 3 7%

• The 1994 survey reported 44% of the high school seniors as having tried
chewing tobacco (1992 survey - 50%).
• Percent of high school seniors who reported having never smoked a
cigarette:
National '90 State '90 E-burg '88 E-burg '90 E-burg '92 E-burg '94
35%
43%
30%
24.4%
27.5%
44%
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Ellensburg

School District Survey 1 994 (spring)

High-lights
How many times have you used alcohol in your lifetime?
40 + times =
1OS (22%)
3-5 times =
69 (14%)
Used alcohol in the last 30 days?
1-2 times =
82 (17%)
3-5 times =
58 (12%)
The 7st time you ever drank more _than just a few sips?
7th grade =
71 (15%)
5th grade =
59 (12%)
When you were alone?
A few times=
80 ( 17%)
Before or after school?
A few times=
79 (17%)
During school?
A few times=

63 (13%)

Where do you get your alcohol?
I ask someone older to buy it =

120 (25%)

Marijuana

How many times , if any, have you used marijuana or hashish in your
lifetime?
51 (11%)
40+ times =
1-2 times =
42 (9%)
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How many times, if any, have you used cocaine in your lifetime?
1-2 times =
11 (2%)
How many times, if ~ny, have you used narcotics in your lifetime?
1-2 times =
11 (2%)
How many times, if any, have you sniffed glue or spray cans, in your life?
1-2 times =
84 (17%)
3-5 times =
28 (6%)
How many times, if any, have you taken amphetamines in your lifetime?
1-2 times =
48 (10%)
3-5 times =
20 (4%)
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A.RE YOU A !\1ARIJUANA ADDICT?
'

yes no
].

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

s:

9.
10.

n.
12.
13.
, 14.
15.

Can you rer.iernber the last time you went to a mo,ie
straight?
Do you need a bedtime joint?
\\'ouJd you rather stay home and smoke aJone than go out
with friends?
Is your onJy form of fun after work/school getting high?
Do you buy eyedrops by the case?
Can you remember what life was like before you started
getting high?
Do .vou thi,"lk sex is better when vou
are hicll?
.
Do you make emergency trips to the local market for
muncb.ies?
Do you remember the last time you turned do\),n a joint
when it was offered to you?
you reward yourself with pot after completing a task?
Do you get high before meeting a group of your
no::swckir:z bends?
Do you get nervous wh~n your supply runs low?
Do.you wake up feeling tired?
Did you ·enr forget who you were talking to on the phone ..
... in the middle of the conversation?
Do you feel that you can stop smoking anytL.ile you want to,
only you ha~.en't wanted to in years?
~

Do

If you caL ansv.-er "YES" to any O?\c of these questions, maybe it's time you rook
a serious look at what your smoking Illlg.ht be doing to you. Two "'{ES" answers
inclicates a hlg.h probability that a problem with marijuana exists. · Three "YES"
answers indicates a clear problem with marijuana. lf it looks like you do need help
based on the above questions, talk to someone you trust, or get help.
in..·Of'd'fomu
fi Ien I m,qld.. dt'C

\L
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How to Tell
When Drinking is Becoming a
Problem
YES

NO

1. Do you drink because you have problems? To face up to stressful
situations?
2. Do you drink when you get mad at other people, your friends or
parents?
3. Do you often prefer to drink alone, rather than with others?
4. Are your grades starting to slip? Are you goofing off on the job?
5. Do you ever try to stop drinking or drink less - and fail?
6. Have you begun to drink in the morning, before school or work?
7. Do you gulp your drinks as if to satisfy a great thirst?
8. Do you ever have loss of memory due to your drinking?
9. Do you avoid leveling with others about your drinking?
10. Do you ever get into trouble when you are drinking?
11. Do you often get drunk when you drink, even when you do not mean
to?
12. Do you think it is cool to be able to hold your liquor?

Alcoholism is a rough word to deal with. Yet nobody is too young (or too old) to have
trouble with booze. That's because alcoholism is an illness. It can hit anyone. Young,
old. Rich, poor. Black, white. And it doesn't matter how long you've been drinking or
what you've been drinking. It's what drinkio2 does to you that counts.
To help you decide whether you might have a problem with your own drinking, we've
prepared these 12 questions. The answers are nobody's business but your own.
If you can answer YES to any one of these questions, maybe it's time to look seriously at
what your drinking might be doing to you. And if you do need help or if you'd just like to
talk to someone about your drinking, call us.

We're in the phone book under Alcoholics Anonymous.
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SIGNS .AH.I! SYMPTOMS

f.t\RALLEL PROGRESSION:

Til.E

CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT .i THEIR FAMILY
THE FAMILY OR SIGNIFICANT
OTHKR(S)

THE CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT

INDIVIDUAL

[

PRODROMAL PHASE - PROBLEM STAGE
Substance Tolerance"Blackouta"Sneaking UaePreoccupation With UseUse, Guilt, Avoid Reference"Blackouts" Increase-

C
i
\

I

l
I

-IMPRESSED
-CONFUSED
-SUSPICIOUS
- PREOCCUPATION WITH CONTROL
- PERSECUTION

-"PATHOLOGICAL LIAR"

CRUCIAL PHASE - RESISTANCE STAGE

- ----

Losa of ControlRationalizationSod.al PressureGrandiose BehaviorAggres ai ve/VictimRemorseChange in Pattern-

I

-LOSS OF TEMPER
-ACCEPT/CAST BLAME

-REPROOF AND WARNINGS
-EXTRAVAGANCE
·-VICTIM/ AGGRESSIVE

-RESCUER
-HOPES INCREASE/DECREASE
Drop Friends- -DROP OUT
Job Problems- -JOB PROBLEMS

Substance Related Activities- -SUBSTANCE RELATED ACTIVITIES

Increase- -INCREAS~
Outside Interests Decrease- -OUTSIDE INTERESTS DECREASE
Changed Relationships- -ROLE CHANGES

Self-Pity- -SELF-PITY
ResentmentsGeographical "Cures"Relief Use; Protecting SupplyPoor Nutrition; lat HospitalDecreased libidoSubstance Induced Jealousies-

-RESENTMENTS
-ESCAPE
-RESIGNED
-HEALTH PROBLEMS
-DECREASED LIBIDO/SATISFACTION
-DEFENSIVENESS

I

CHRONIC PHASE - LATE STAGE
- - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - . - - l
Benders- -DISAPPROVAL 1 ANXIETY, SHAME
Unethical Behavior- -UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR
Impaired Thinking and
-IHPAIRED THINKING AND
Substance Induced PsychosisCRITICAL MANNERISM
Social Level Decre&aes- -NO SOCIALIZING TOGETHER
Tolcrance Decreases- -BELIEF THAT C.D. IS "BETTER:
Feara, Tr~mors, Psychomotor
-TOTAL ASSUMPTION OF A
Inhibitions, DeteriorationCARETAKER TOLE
Obsessive Use- -PRISONERS
Rationalizations FailReligious Desire Increases_ THE CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT
PERSON HAS 4 OPTIONS AT ANY
TAGE IN THIS PROGRESSION:
1) A PROGRAM OF RECOVERY,
) INCARCERATION,
3)
INSANITY,
4) DEATH/ WIDOW(ER).
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Nicotine: The Gateway Drug
"Gd real! The streets ofAmmca 's cities are ovnjwwing
• how to break the law to obtain an illegal drug (for
with ~ople throwing their lives away today on real drugs
them). As well they find that the law can be broken
lik a-ack coc.aine and huoin-why waste our time worrying
without suffering serious consequences. They enjoy
about something as innocent in the short run as tobacco 1"
fellowship and bonding with their fellow Moutlaws." And

finally, they learn to become dependent on their first
• drug.
Why has there been so little attention lo tobacco in
most anti-drug campaigns? One reason is that silence
has been purchased by the tobacco pusher. For in0 ther articles in this Quarterly discuss the devastating
long term effects of tobacco on individuals. Those of us • stance, the Partnership for a Drug- Free America, which
• has ignored tobacco, received $250,000 from Philip
working in the field of chemical dependency prevenMorris, RJR-Nabisco, and American Brands tobacco
tion and treatment have several powerful additional
companies. (il To combat this lack of attention, the
reasons to "worry about tobacco":
Synar Amendment to Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
• nicotine is a gateway drug for cocaine, marijuana,
Health Administration (ADAMHA) Reorganization Act,
and other illicit drugs.
passed by the US Senate this summer, requires that
• substance abuse prevention programs with federal
community substance abuse prevention programs
funding soon will be required lo address underage
funded by ADAMHA include efforts to reduce undertobacco use.
age use of tobacco products (SB 1306-section 113).
• recovery programs provide a golden opportunity lo
stop smoking.
• nicotine dependence may be Mjml another
Nicotine Dependence in Recovery
addiction."
Most chemical dependency programs either do not
or are only beginning to systematically address nicotine
Nicotine is a gateway drug
dependence in the course of treatment The general
belief has been that quitting tobacco is stressful and
There is now a growing body of evidence that cigarettes and spitting tobacco serve as important gateway
may jeopardize the sobriety and success of people in
drugs. They help introduce children and teens to the
treatment. Clients are often told it would be more appropriate to quit after they have been stable in their
world of illicit drug use. 'The vast m~jority of people
who have ever used illicit drugs, such as marijuana and
recovery for a year. This usually means that abstinence
from tobacco is left entirely up to the individual. Intercocaine, had previously used cigarettes and alcohol.
Conversely, people who have never smoked rarely
estingly, there is no scientific evidence to support this
abuse illicit drugs and alcohol." Three-quarters of
position, and considerable evidence that this lack of
smokers between the ages of 12 and 17 drink heavily,
attention to nicotine dependence is unjustified and
half use mar\juana, and almost l O percent use coeven potentially threatening to recovery.
caine. <ll
The 1988 Surgeon General's report found after
reviewing the evidence that nicotine is addictive. csi
The risk of alcoholism among adults who smoke
cigarettes is about eight times that for people who do
The American Society of Addiction Medicine adopted a
not smoke m. A dose relationship between use of to1988 position statement that "regular use of tobacco
bacco and use of other drugs has been found: the more
products leads to addiction in a high proportion of
an adolescent smokes, the more likely they are to have
users .... nicotine dependence should be diagnosed
substantial problems with drugs . Ol
and treated along with other drug dependencies." !61
Learning lO smoke or spit tobacco introduces kids
80% to 90% of people entering treatment are adlo most of the behaviors necessary lo use cocaine and
dicted to nicotine. !7l Simultaneous treatment of alcoother Munadvertised" drugs. They !earn the mechanical
hol and multiple drug dependencies is becoming the
norm. !Bl
skills of holding·. lighting, and inhaling. They learn how
to regulate dosing of a chemical to achieve a desired
A recent study at the Minneapolis VA !91 compared
mood-altering effect, and how to handle unwanted
the experiences of 450 patients who went through their
side-effects.
substance dependency treatment program before a
In addition lo mood-altering effects of nicotine,
smoke-free unit and a smoking cessation program were
kids who use tobacco experience the challenge and
started, with the experiences of 450 people going
through after. They found that, contrary lo their fears,
high of indulging in a Mforbidden fruit." They discover
- Ouerhtard in a middl.t school and on an
inpatient drug trwtmrot unit.

Continutd on pagt uvrn
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• education of staff on why
nicotine needs to be addressed.

Continiud from f>cg< Jix

Gateway Drug
there was no increase in interest in
long-term smoking cessation from
32% to 4.3%, and the number of
people who abstained from smoking fo r a week or more jumped 9%
LO 41 %. Two-thir ds of th e patients
in both grou ps fell th at quittin g
smoking would no t jeopardi ze Lh e ir
sobriety!
Many of the con cep ts learn ed
during treatm ent of drug depend ence apply to smoki11g cessatio n.
However, the exten t to which con current treatment of nicotine dependence might improve recovery
from other drugs is only beginning
to be studied. Some individuals
note that smoking cigareues increases urges to smoke marijuana
or cocaine, but this has not been
systematically studied. One study by
Miller <10> found that smoking C(:ssaLion by pre-treatment smokers was
associated with successful control of
drinking, thus raising the pos sibility
that smoking cessation might improve alcohol treatment outcomes.
A small bu t growing n um ber of
CD program s ar e addressing nicotine depe ndence d uring creaun ent.
This has included add ing fac tual
materi al in lectures, not all ov,ing
smo king on a unit, e ncou raging
st.a.ff to address their own use of
tobacco, and providing 12-step
support to participants. Making
nicotine abstinence a required part
of treatment is still rare. This intermediate status of nicotine can be a
source of confusion for staff accustomed lo the single disease concept
in addiction treatment.
Programs that have begun addressing nicotine dependency have
found the following items help
ensure a smoother transition :
• careful planning that includes

representation from all staff.
•

a realistic implementation

Lime line.
• education of staff about tools
available to help quit.

• encouragement to staff Lo
become abstinent from nicotine
lhemselves.

· • clear, repeated pre-admission
sharing of policy with clients.
• coordination of messages
between oulpatient and

inpatient counselors.
Group Health's inpatient alcohol and drug treatment unit went
smoke-free in March 1992 and now
includes curriculum on nicotine
dependence. Pati ents are also offered th e o p tio n of working on
their nicoti ne absLinen ce d u ring
their trealmc nl, bUl nicoti ne abstinence is not a required part of
• treatment yet. So far the transition
• has been surprisingly smo(llh.

Coodusi<m

•

•
,

'

Nicotin e can no longer be ignored in programs addressing prevention a nd treatme nt of dru g
depend ence. Preve n ting tobacco
use is important because of the
long-term devastation of nicotine
dependence and because tobacco is
a gateway drug that prepares kids
for olher drug use. In the chemical
dependency treatment field, we
need to face lhe facts lhat nicotine
dependence is probably wjust another addiction."
- Tim McAfee, MD, MPH
Dr. Tim McAfu is Viu Pre.sidmt,
Washington DOC Medical Coordinator
of Tobacco Prevention Services at Group
Health .
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7

DRIVING WHILE
INTOXICATED
You arc guilty of driving while impaired by alcohol
and/or other drugs if:
• Your blood or breath alcohol concentration meets or
exceeds 0.lO percent. Or
• You are under the influence llf alcohol or other drugs.

II
I
I

FIRST CONVICTION
• Jail time. A minimum of 24 consecutive
hours, a maximum of one year.
• Fines and assessments of $475 to S 1,600.
• Driver's license suspended for at least 90
days. You may be eligible for an
occupational license after 30 days.
• AlcohoVDrug evaluation resulting in either
AlcohoVDrug Information School (A/DISI
or treatment.

IMPLIED CONSENT

OPEN CONTAINER LAW

Anyone with a driver's license is deemed to h~ve ~iven
consent to a chemical test of breath or blood to
determine alcohol content. A law enforcement officer
can order such tests if he or she has grounds to suspect
intoxication.
• Refusal to take the test wili result in a one-year
license revocation.
• Second and subsequent refusals wiil result in a two·
year revocation.

Alcoholic beverages may not he comumed in :i n
vehicle, nor m~y npcn containers of alcoholic he,
be carried within reach of a driver or passengers.

YOUTH
Teenagers suffer t he same conseque nces as adults, with
one difference. If convicml of DWI, drivers under age 19
will have their license suspended for 90 days or until age
19, whichever is longcT. Yes, 1h1s means if you are
convicted of DWI at age 16, you lose your iicense for
three years.
Teenagers will also lose their driver's licenses if
convicted of other alco hol- or drug-related crimes, even if
not committed behind the wheel. From age 13 to 18, a
firs t conviction for sell ing. buying. atte mpti ng to buy,
comsuming o: possessing alcohol or other drugs will
result in suspension of or delay in receiving driving
rights for one year, or until age 17, whichever is longer.
For second and subsequent (l!fenics, the penalty will be
two y<:~rs nr age IR, whichever is longer.
lletwecn the ages nf Ill and 21, the ahnve applies to those
convicted of any drug offense except alcohol.

SECOND CONVICTION
(within five years!
• Minimum seven days in jail, up to one
year.
• If, at this time, your driver's license has
been suspended or revoked, the minimum
jail sentence will be 90 d1ys.
• Fines and assessments of $950 to $3,200.
• Driver's license revoked for one year. No
occupational license.
• Alcohol/Drug evaluation with resulting
NDIS or treatment.

VEHICULAR HOMICIDE
& ASSAULT
These felony offenses occur when a person dies within
three years [homicide! or is seriously injured (assault! by
a person driving while impaired by alcohol and/or other
drugs.

THIRD & SUBSEQUENT
CONVICTIONS
(within five years)
• Driver's license revoked for two years.
• Other penalties the same as second
conviction.

Penalties include:
• Fines of up to $20,000 (de~thl, or
SI 0,000 i;njuryl.
~.
• .'vhximum prison term of
" . ~ 10 years ldcathj or f:ve
' < • ~)'ears !injury!.
l ~'-'-·t~
""
• Driver's license: revok,:d
for two years !death! u,
one year !injury!.
• No occupational
1·
.1cense .

.....

An n:,cn container may be carried in the trunk, o
11,1n-:,asscnger areas of a car. (This docs no: inclu
glove b:ixes or utility compartments.) Thus, cons•
e.,.ery i.:,: :!rep of wine in a restaurant is not nee,
1he parti~lly consumed bottle may be taken horr
The law che~ not apply to vehicles commercially
ch~nereci hy groups or to the living quarters oi rr
homes or campers.

WHAT PRICE CONVICTION?
Actual costs for a DWI conviction differ in each
One thing is certain - a DWI conviction is expe
and time consuming.
Direct costs you can expect if convicted of DWI:
I. Attorney: $500 to $1,500, or more, especially i1
case of jury trial or appeal.
2. Fines and assessed court costs: $475 to S!,600
first offense; $950 to $3,200 for second offense
3. Insurance: You will pay 2s much as S800 in in•
premiums each year.
4. Alcohol/drug evaluatiom: S75 average fee.
S. Alcohol/Dru,e: Information School: Up to S 120
6. Trc~tmcnt, if required: S 1,200 10 SI 0,000.
7. Towing charge: $50 average.
8. License reinstatement fa: $50. Pim, all rcvoca·
require rassing the dr:vin,e: test before license i
reinstated.

iJ,000 i'.i THE MINIMUM YOU CAN EXPEC
The b;:J can easily exceed $14,000! And that
the dirc,: t cos ts. Remember, there are. also hi
co~ts , ,:::l1 ~s !oH employment( time off worl
re!1:,ir. :~~cJical expenses and a ternative

transportation.

0)

C')
I

a..

U. S. Dena=t.L11ent or .;u3t:c~
Drug Enforcement Administ~2.tion

Physical Signs ot a Non-Tolerant
Person Under Marihuana lniluenca
Poor Ot,1anc11 P~rcaotlon

Green ,ongu11
Swo1ten Uvula
Mouth Sreather
(Ory L!os)

E!evaled
Blood Pr11,:sur11

Mild
Tremor

Increased

Pulse Rate
CJn'I Do

• r'in<;;er to Finger

Te,t

)
Poor Balance

/

Provid~d Courlr,V of

Foru1 S. Ttnndnl. Jr . , M.D .
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Over-Step a Curb_

LEARN ABOUT MARIJUANA
Frequent use of any drug carries psychological risks-and che risk of chemical
dependency. But marijuana is unique. It's used by millions, socially accepted by
many, and the process of becoming dependent is subtle, wichouc che dramatic
signs of alcohol or cocain e addiction. As with these ocher drugs, che addiction

PSYCHOLOGICAL·
RISKS

Missed Milestones
A stoned person doesn't fully
experience the milestones
of life (like graduation), is
emotionally "in a cloud,"
and misses the chance . ~ co develop self-identity
·
and esiec:m ..

I

iI
'

Amotivational
Syndrome
Some frequent users feel a
lack of initiative and concern

Frequent users not only deny that mJriju:111:1 i~ :1 rrohicm:
they may begin using deni"al to pretend rnhn prohkrn~ do11 ·L
exist, either. Forgouen binhd.ays, missc:J ~etl·i~.il ,:1~t::1gcp1c1H',
and unmet commitments :m: Jll .. no hii: dc:.d:·

------------------·- -·
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I

is THC (t~trahydrocannabino!J . Different forms of cannabis-dried leaves and
huds, hash, and hash oil-have different amounts of TI-IC. Research on marijuana
continues, but there are now several known health risks caused by heavy use.

Health Ris.ks

THC in your body.

"~··

You ·re only high for a /
.·:; ·
i.:,, hours. But chem· \__ _~-- =
·:~
iol lr3ces oi marijuana,
(
.u'
oiled THC metabolites,
'-·~ . (:
~lJY in your body for a
month or more. THC
mi:uholites are stored in
th.: hr:iin, testes, ovaries,
~nJ other fatty organs,
:1nd .rn: detc=ctable
t--,· urine teHs.

Lungs. Marijuana

-

-·

~

· ·=-- · .=J·.-:: Brain. Mari/.~"':D-"...,._~IY.:.:;··;;,,:: iu~nhibits short-term
memory, slows reaction ·
time, and impairs visual
tracking (the ability .tO fol1ow moving obje(:':ts 2ccuratelyl. Frequent ·use is also
linked to cognitive impatr·
menc !an inability to abstract
and u nders.tand concepts).

\

Heart. Mari:
\

juan·a speeds a
user's he2rtbeac . ·
·: as much 2.s.50%
:. while· hTgh, an .
increased risk
. ·:~ fo-:- anyor,c: with
\ heart disease .
j

""r .
,

.

i_

.

. '~

:

Reproduction. Frequent u~e is linked to
a decreased sperm count and sperm movement
!motility) in men, and irregular ovulation and
menstrual cycles in WOmen.11-IC also traYelS
through the: placenta and has caused compli·
cations during pregnancy.
-~

,·~~

~"\ \
@

I

.

,

.

\

The Jury's Now In.
With the dramatic increase in m:iriju:rn:i's potency, the jury ·$ n01, in. Marijuana is no longer
~ccn__:is :in .. innocent .. drug. Rc:sc:irch on the drtig continun. hut ,,·h:it is alrcad)' known :ibout
marl)u:ina·s hc:alch risks is serious c:iusc for concern.
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EN.\BLING BISTORY

E YOU EVER:

Been embarrassed at the behavior of someone you know after he/she
drinks/uses drugs?

1.

: Poured out liquior/thrown away drugs/withheld money to keep
someone from drinking or using?

2.
,i

t ,

3.

Felt your behavior was making someone else drink or use drugs?

,.

Threatened to leave someone because of too much drinking/drugs?
'f· r
· · Called. work to give an .excuse for someone 'W'ho could not work that
; day because ofhigh alcohol intake or drug use the day/night
~.:- . before?

5.
f

6 •.:. -~
.. .
7

Pelt angry that your family was not being taken care of because
s·o much money 'was be-ing spent ·on· drugs/alcohol?

~\<·
Pelt fea.rful at what would happen to you and/o~ your
t.~ drinking/drug use cont.lnues in your f~mily?

childr,en if

1
•

r;·

~t:.,

8 (:, ,.
•

fv ,•~

\·

•·.. .;J

Gone looking for someone who you think is out drinking/using
chemicals?
Called bars, neighbors, friends, looking for someone you believe
to be drinkingfusing?

10 fi~~
,: ·.

Increased your own alcohol consumption or chemical use to keep us
with someone 'who is a heavy drinker/user?

11~ :

Wished that alcoholic drinks could be outla~ed aua/~r that th~
drug supply would somehow dry up?
Wanted to move and •start over• as a solution to heavy
drinking/drug use?

1.3:

Been revolted by others' drinking .behavior/drug use?

· 14.

Been unable to sleep because someone has stayed out late or r.ct
come home at all and you think he/she is under the influence?

15.._•·
·..·

Resented the fact that there is heavy drinking/drug use occuri~g
in ycur family or ~ith someone close to you?
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JLING HISTORY
~ 1"i0
l6.

Pelt hopeless about a drinking/drug use situation?

l 7.

Pelt it was a disgrace to talk about a drinking/drug use problem?

t8.

Cut down on outside activities so that you could keep an eye on
someone who's drinking/using?

t9 ~ ·

Nagged or gotten into quarrels with someone who drinks/uses?

20.

Pelt that if the drinker would just stop drinking or stop using
chemicals everything wDula be O.K.?

'
21:.

Borrowed money to ~y bills, cover expenses incurred because of
poor planning or expense of paying for alcohol/chemicals?

-

..

22~{. · !i:ept children/friends/pa.rents, etc. away from a.lcohol/cherocially

·· dependent person to e..void conflict?

.

2l )t -::

Made excuses to children/friends, etc., to expLain behavior, or
_~:.:_- , chemically dependent person• ·s inability to follow through on
.·t
,:
appointments, . commitments, birthdays, school· activities,. etc.?
:fi;:.=
·
•your father.' s · tired, he works· s.o' ha!'d. •
:•:,_., :. Example:

..~.,t;,· .

24

i ,ii-._ Pelt
·.,f ·

·;r . ·.

guil.ty about someone else's dr ink.ing/qrug use because .. it
reflects somehow on you?
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LETTING GO
1.:

To "let go" does not mean to stop caring, it means I can't do
it for someone else.

_ To "let go" is no·t to cut myself off, it's the realization I
1

can't control another.
.. ,
To "let go" ls not to enable, but to allow learning from
natural consequerues.
To "le t g o" l .~ t o admit powerkssne.s.s, which ~ans the
outcome is n -0t in my hands.
1
''- •
To ''let g o" ls n ot to try to change or blam-e 11n-other, it's to
""!! make t he m ost of myself.
t~~ ..
· · To "let go " ls not to care for, but to etire 11bout.
1 To "let go" is not to fix, but to be supportive.
To "let go" is not to judge, but to a1lo-w anoth-er to be a
> human being.
To "let go" is not to be in tlu mlddk arranging 1111 tlu
outco-mes, but to allow others to affect their own desHnies.
7"o "let go" is not to be protective, lt's to permit another to
face reality.
To "let go" is n-ot to deny, but to accept.
To "let go" is not to nag, scold or argue, but instead to
search out my o-wn shortco1nings and correct the-m.
To "let go" ls not to adjust everything to my desires but to
take each day as it co-mes, and c1urish myself in lt.
To ''let go'' is not to regret the past, but to grow and live for
the future.
To "let go" is to fear less and love more.

..

-Author t.;nknown
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MANIPULATION AS A FORM OF CONTROL
WE/THEY
Nag

Beat our chests and threaten to kill

Lecture

Grab our heads and threaten to go crazy

Scream

Enlist the aid of supporters

Holler

Whine

Cry

Vent fury on

Beg

Act helpless

Bribe

Suffer in loud silence

Coerce

Try to please

Hover over

Guage our words carefully

Protect

Lie

Chase after

Insult

Run away from

Condemn

Try to talk out of

Seduce ,

Attempt to induce guilt in

Entrap

Try to talk into

Check on

Whip power plays on

Accuse

Deliver ultimatums

Bargain with

Pray for miracles

Have children with

Do things for
Refuse to do things for
Stomp on out
Get even with
Sleep with
Refuse to sleep with
Talk mean to
Talk mean about
Do sneaky little things
Do sneaky big things
Demonstrate how much we've been hurt
Hurt people in return so they'll know how it feels
Threaten to hurt ourselves
Clutch at our hearts and threaten to die
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STUDY SKILLS
How to help your students be successful
and what to do when they aren't
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Study Skills
How to Help Your Student Be Successful
and What to do When They Aren't

April 22, 1996

i'GARFIELD®

By Jim Davis

·

Michael P. HcCloskey
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Please note: A Garfield cartoon was redacted due to copyright concerns.

DISCUSSION OUTLINE
STUDY SKILLS: How to help your child be successful
and what to do when they are not
I. Homework
efj'

Setting up the Environment
.- Lots of Room to Spread Out
.- Quiet (Not necessarily silent)
.-well lit
.- Private (Not necessarily isolated)

efj'

The Homework Survival Kit
.- All necessary supplies handy and in one place

efj'

Schedule Time Each Day
.- Complete the schedule

efj'

Help Children to Succeed on Their Own
.- One goal of homework is to teach child responsibility
,... Only give help after child has tried

efj'

Praise Your Child for Completion of Homework
.- If you make them think it is important, they will
.- Do your homework at the same time (Bills, college, job stuff)

efj'

Long Range Planning for Projects
.- Discuss and show enthusiasm for project with your child
.- Use the planner
.- Reward for deadlines met

efj'

Other Tools
.- Assignment Sheets
.- Morgan / EHS Daily Planner

efj'

Related Articles
.- Dear Abby
.- Ways in Which You as Parents Can Help at Home

J

.- Successful Parents, Successful Kids - Taking the tears out of
homework
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Parent Tip Sheet 3

SET UP A STUDY AREA

wJIH

HomeW0/11 WrthOut Tears

'°'

Teachers

O Lee Canter & Associates Inc
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Parent Tip Sheet 4

CREATE A HOMEWORK SURVIVAL KIT

:·····-·· ~ii

Homework w,rhOul Tears for Tcachers
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Cl Lee Canrcr & Assoc,aros Inc

Parent Tip Sheet 5

SCHEDULE DAILY HOMEWORK TIME

.~n~H
VWT~A~S

HomeworK Wllhout Tears lor Teachers

e, Lee Canler ll. Assoc1a1es Inc .
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Worksheet 5
. . - - ·- - - -- - - - -- - -- -- --

Nome__________ _
Dote

Schedule Your Daily Homework Time

Homework W11hou1 Tears for Teachers

© Lee Canter & Assoc1a1es Inc
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Parent Tip Sheet 6

CHILDREN MUST WORK ON THEIR OWN

wlfii
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Parent Tip Sheet 7

MOTIVATE CHILDREN WITH PRAISE

f'.Jrnr.N::''K w,,t,c,;1 Tears for T~acr>P.r5

11.·.

Lee Can1er & Assoc,ales Inc
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Parent Tip Sheet 8

USE A LONG-RANGE PLANNER

HomeWOtk Wilhovl Tears tor Teachers
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o Lee Canter & Associates lnc.

Homework Without Tears tor Teachers
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© Lee Canter & Associates Inc
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, DEAR ABBY: "Shocked," "Edu. cated" and "Disillusioned Teacher"
were all addressing the lack 'of educated high-school graduates in this
country. This is not a new issue. ··
Politicians, educators and businessmen have been lamenting this problem for years. I do not pretend to
have the solution to this crisis;
how.ever, there is something every
parent could do to alleviate the problem.

When my son's first-grade teacher
told us that "John" was not doing
very well in school, my wife and I
allocated one to two hours an evening to help him study while we
actively coached him. John was not
happy about the loss of his free time
for play or television. (And we were
not happy about our own loss of relaxation time.) We felt that the sacrifice was necessary to make him a
good student before he developed
bad attitudes or bad habits.
I am happy to report that our
study time has made the fam ily
closer. John is now doing better in
school. He no longer needs a lot of
time to complete his studies, and we
have not missed the time that we
spent with him. Sign me ...
CATCH THEM WHILE THEY'RE
YOUNG IN MUNDELEIN, ILL .

DEAR CATCH THEM: You are
absolutely right. One cannot
expedt'cbildren with poor study
habits·to blossom miraculously
into scholars without supervision and additional coaching
from a ,caring parent or care"taker. You made an investment
in time and patience, and it paid
off. Congratulations.
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WAYS IN WHICH YOU AS PARENTS CAN HELP AT HOME

1. Remember, though I try to do the right thing, I am human just like you. If
you are disturbed by something or have a question, please send me a
note or ask for a conference. Whatever the problem, let's talk about it.
I'm sure we can work it out.
2. Read Classroom Rules for Parents very carefully. Your child will probably
make more progress with your help.

3. See ttiat your son or daughter gets a nutritious breakfast and enough
rest.
4. Make sure that sneakers, jogging shoes, or tennis shoes are provided for
gym classes on
5. Check the approximate reading levels of the library books your child
brings horn,3. If the books look much too easy or much too hard, send
them back.

6. Remember to provide written excuses for tardiness, as well as absences
and the lunch program.
7. Try not to take your son or daughter out of school unnecessarily. Only'
limited homework can be provided since my plans and assignments are
made almost daily to ensure that lessons are relevant to the needs of the
student. Removing children from school can disturb the equilibrium of
some and inadvertently imply that school isn't important to others. For
those who are affected, adjustment is usually not smooth upon return to
school, especially if the absence exceeds a few days.
8. Reinforce at home the rules we follow in school which relate to
consideration for others. Key words such as "hello," "good-bye," "please,"
"thank you," "you're welcome/' and "excuse me," all mean a lot.
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SUCCESSFUL PARENTS, SUCCESSFUL KIDS
-Sally MacDonald, Seattle Times Staff Reporter

TAKING THE TEARS OUT OF HOMEWORK
•I've talked with my child's teacher about her learning style (visual, tactile,
auditory or kinesthetic) and we've agreed on a program to incorporate it
into the classroom and homework assignments.
· •I provide a quiet, well-lighted place for my child to do homework.
•I arrange meals, family time, and TV viewing around the homework
schedule.
•I set aside time every day for homework -- Seattle schools suggest 4-1 o
minutes a day for grades K-2; 10-20 .minutes for grades 3-4; 20-40 minutes
for grades 5-6. It will take more time as the child gets older or when special
projects are due.
•I help her get started by making sure she knows what the assignment is.
•I encourage him to divide homework into small, doable tasks, with short
breaks.
•I don't do the homework for my child; I'm the consultant, the drill sergeant,
and the library chauffeur.
•I provide a dictionary, thesaurus, and atlas (all available in paperback) for
my child.
•I remind him that the world won't come to an end if he doesn't get every
answer right.
•I encourage my child to take educated guesses on tests if she's unsure of
an answer and then move on.

•If there's "no homework tonight," my child spends study time reviewing,
working for extra credit or reading.
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DISCUSSION OUTLINE
STUDY SKILLS: How to help your child be successful
and what to do when they are not
11. Advocacy
@'

Becoming Involved
,.. Don't check out at middle school or high school
.- Attend open houses, school activities
.- Volunteer on committees, chaperone events, in classrooms
•Suggest ways you can help, talents you have
•Understand different dynamics from elem. to secondary
.- Join Parent Group, PTA, Booster Club

@'

Becoming an advocate
..- Get to know your child's teachers
. ,.. If t1-1ey don't call you, call them!
(.- Take a look at the big picture
.- Learn about the school and support its mission
,.. Voice concerns about school out of earshot of child
.- Got an idea? Suggest it!

@'

Got a problem? Tell the teacher!

Rewards and Consequences
.- Praise, praise, praise!!!!!!!
.- Do fun things together as a reward

.- $$ for grades ???
.- Teach kids to internalize rewards (feel good about doing good!)
.- Consequences should hurt but not be painful
,.. Consequences should be progressive, and fully enforced
,.. Start a contract if necessary ... then follow through!
.- Be careful not to enable
@'

Related Articles
.- Successful Parents, Successful Kids - Joining the team
,.. Parents Hold the Keys to Success
.- How to Speak Up When Grades Go Down
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f-lAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE: _ _ _ _ _ __

* * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FIRST PERIOD
TEA a-I ER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •

BEHAVIOR

On Task
Off Task

SUBJECT:

ASSIGNMENT

Finished
Not Completed
Not Due Today

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SECOND

PERIOD

BEHAVIOR
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HOMEWORK

* * * * * * * *
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HOMEWORK

_

On Task
Off Task

SUBJECT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
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Yesterday's Not Turned In
Due Tomorrow
None Tonight
Missing Assignments
* * * * + * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *

y

*
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Due Tomorrow
None Tonight
Missing Assignments

Finished
Not Completed
Not Due Today
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Finished
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Not Due Today
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PERIOD
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ASSIGNMENT

TEAQ-lER:

On Task
Off Task

SUBJECT:

Finished
Not Completed
Not Due Today

ASSIGNMENT(S)/COMMENT(S)

Yesterday's Not Turned In
Due Tomorrow
None Tonight
Missing Assignments

TEAOlER:

+

* * * * * * • * * * * * * * ; *

HOMEWORK

* * •

* * * *

* * * *

ASSIGNMENT(S)/COMMENT(S)

Yesterday's Not Turned In
Due Tomorrow
None Tonight
Missing Assignments

~
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* * * * * •

FIFTH

ASSIGNMENT(S)/COMMENT(S}

PERIOD

BEHAVIOR

ASSIGNMENT

TEACHER: _ _ _ _ __
On Task

SUBJECT:

Off Task

• * • * • • * * * * * * * * *
SIXTH

~

~

*

PERIOD
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~

y

* •

%

~

Finished
Not Completed
Not D.Je T o day

HOMEWORK
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Nooe Tonight
Missing Assignments
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BEHA.V!Ofi

On Task
Off Task
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Finished
Not c.ompleted
Not Due Today
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Yesterday's Not Turned In
Due Tomorrow
Nooe Tonight
Missing Assignments
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SEVENTH

PERIOD
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SUBJECT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BEHAVIOR

On Task
Off Task
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Finished
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Not Due Today

HOMEWORK
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Nooe Tonight
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SUCCESSFUL PARENTS, SUCCESSFUL KIDS
-Sally MacDonald, Seattle Times Staff Reporter

JOINING THE TEAM
•I am my child's advocate at school.
•I talk with each of my child's teachers early in the school year.
•I visit the school at least once a month, on the way to work or at lunchtime.
•I recognize and acknowledge how difficult a teacher's job can be.
•I voice questions and concerns about teachers in a constructive way.
•I realize that my child might not always be right.
•I never miss a parent-teacher conference.
•I attend school events
•I volunteer to help out with school projects, PTA committees, and field trips
whenever I can.
•I encourage my child to continue his/her education beyond high school.
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Parents hold key to success
+ IN BIG WAYS and in small ones, parents
can play a vi/al part in ensuring that their
children get the best education possible. Here
are some suggestions from educators and from
other parents.
8Y LINDA W.Y. PARRISH

Stat/it Times Snohomish County bureau

-0
I
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en

Pack the kids' lunch, dress them. give them; kiss and
send them off to school. But wait a second. ls that
enough? No. say both educators and parents.
"First of all, (parents) need to re;;!ize th2t they are
part and parcel to their child's education because they
are their first teachers," said Carole Williams. principal
of B.F. Day E!ementary in Seattle.
Reading to ch ildren at home and showing an interest
in their schoolwork sounds basic, but many parents don't
realize such simple acts can contribute to a suc~essful
education. s2id Janet Stout, piesident of lhe Washingcc-.ri
Association of Partners in Education, a school-volunteer
program.
That's why more schools and organizations such as
parent-teacher associations are offerir.g parent-training
seminars. Here, parents can learn games to play with
their kids in the car or al the dinner Lable that reinforce
math, verbal and problem-solving ski!ls.
Parents also need to know what is happening in the
classroom.
"They should definitely read every single t:-iing that
comes home from school." said Rosanne Davis, copresident of the Shoreline PTA Council. Overlooking
·munchkin mail has too often caused parents to feel
they've been left out of the loop.
Joining parent groups such as the PTA is one way to
stay informed and active.
Faye Anderson, a member of the Renton Black
Parents Association, said she sometimes Lakes her
children with her to association, school or community
meetings.
"They can see a diverse group of adults interacting
and communicating and doing things on their behalf,"
she said.
Volunteering in the schools is a sure way of getting to
know teachers.
"Feel free to come up to the school and be a part of
working in the library, tutoring other children, working
on the playground and being a part of the whole school
family," Williams said.
Don't underestimate the value of some volunteer
assignments. Chaperoning a dance or handing out locker
assignments gives parents a chance to get to know their
children 's friends as well as the school staff.
"It's all stuff that has to be done and somebody has to

do it," Davis said. "And ii we can make the job easier for
the staff and others at school, that's what I'm for."
Parents can always help out by talking about what
they know bes( - their job or hobby.
Many teachers are del:ght~d to have parents show
and tell, whether they're artists, engineers or bank
managers.
There 2re aiso many opponunitie~ :or parents who
want to make a di::'er,mce on a larger scale.
If run ning io~ t.'ie schc,,::,I baud is out of the question.
try getting on school-district committees. Boards are
always lcokir.6 for p:,rents to sit on c:ommiaces ,ore vie"·
the budget. cu.-riculur:i. technology, transpon.ation and
more.
As more and more districts move toward site
councils, where schools are managed by a group of
teachers, parents, administrators and other staff. parents
can actuaily have a say in how their children' s schools are
· run.
Parent Ford Kiene has been a member of the KentMeridian High School site council since its inception two
years ago.
Kiene said it's a super way to get involved because
"you're Laking a part in the whole change in the
educationai process."
·
His council created several schools within schools,
centered around different interests. For example, students who select health ar.d science are taught by a team
of teachers for biology, English and math. The students
may work or. or:e project that meets the requirements of
all three subjects.
If your school doesn't have site councils, visit one that
does. Then bring back information and express your
interest to the school board.
Ali th,s sounds line, but what if parems are still too
busy at work? Then start there, said Kate Frew,
executive director of the Everett Public Schocls Foundation.
Lobby employers to :natch contributions to PTAs and
school foundations, she said.
Don't stop there. Ask the boss for a couple hoW"s a
month to volunteer at or visi t schools. lf that doesn't
work, try to bring the students to you through internship
programs.
"That old African ;:,roverb is true. It takes a whole
village to educate a child or bring up a child," Williams
said.
No matter how busy parents are, if they are interested in their children's education there is a way for them to
contribute, said parent Cindy Christianson, a classroom
volunteer in the Northshore School District.
"Parents need to find the time and take the time" to
establish relationships at their children's schools, she
said.

Ideas for helping
your children to excel
1. Read to them. Once they learn to read. ask
lhem to read to you and to other children.
2. Talk with them. Ask about school daily.
Give your ~hild a "hock" to hang new ideas on
by suggesting how new information and skills
relate tc something he or she a!.-eady knows.
3. Really llsten. Try not to interrupt with
advice or criticism.
4. Do things together. YoW" home and daily
activities provide many opportunities for
conver~tion and learning. When you shop,
make lists and read labeis. Discuss the
television programs you watch together.
5. Be an example. Show them you value
education. Talk about what you're reading or
learning. Include them in any home or
community projects and apply what ;s being
learned in school. You can show by yoW" own
e:cimple that peop!e
do better by trying
again, and that finding thi::gs hard doesn't
mean a person isn't smart :>r capable.
6. Get fo k~ow your .::h!l dr er. '1 teachers .:ind
prin~lpa!. Ask about what is being taught :a,nd
how your children are doing. Ask for specific
suggestions on wh;;t you can <lo at home. Alert
them to special conce.ns. such as a separation
or deach in the family that may affect your
children's performance.
7. Make sure your children g~t a good night's
sleep , eat breakfast and leave for school on
time with appropriate supplies.
8. Take an active Interest In your children's
school assignments. Help them find a quiet
time and place to study at home. Don't be
satisfied with answers such as "! left my papers
at school," or "We never have any homework."
Go to the teacher if necessary.
9. Volunteer for classroom duty, chaperoning
field trips, tutoring. Attend special events such
as open house, plays. concerts and games.
10. Show your appreciation with a note of
thanks.

ca.,

(Adapted from the Citizens Education unter)

HOW TO WIN YOUR
TEEN'S COOPERATION
HOW TO SPEAK UP WHEN
GRADES GO DOWN

Always try to understand what your child is
feeling .
You don't have to agrtt or condone to understand.
If possible, share an example of a time when you felt
the same.

Deteriorating performance in school is a problem that
most parents must deal with at one point or another.
Herc arc some tips that will help:

Share your reelings about the situation in a non- accusing manner. Children arc willing to hear you after
they feel heard.

• Be a friend, not an adversary. Let your child
lnow that you realiz.c how hard it is to do well
in school- and be ready to help. Teach him
better study habits. Pump up her self-esteem.
And have him tested if you suspect there may
be a learning disability.

Work together on Ideas to avoid the problem in
the future-or to correct the present problem
through a logical con.sequence.

If the first three steps have been done in a respectful

• Look for the underlying reasor.s ror the poor
pcrfonnancc. R~ther than just scolding or punishing your child, try to find out wiry she's having rroublc at school. ls I.here friction in the
household? Docs your child feel excluded from
the w c ial scene at school? Has he expciienced

manner, your child will be ready for cooperation in the
fourth step.

the loss of a friend or relative?
• Be realli-tlc ahout you1· ldd 's capabilities.
One of the worst things a parent can do is demand more of a r.:hild th1m he is capable of. Not
ali kids C3.i1 become doctors, lawyers or sci enlist;. Perhap~ ~he h~5 a talent for art, music,
a•J1ietics, or working with tools. Encourage
your chi ld's strengths while helping 10 work on
ti:e wc.iJ-.nes.scs.

HOW TO BE YOUR TEEN'S
BEST FRIEND
Set aside some quality time to share with your teen on
a regular basis.
·
F ind some actMty you can enjoy together. It can be as
simple as taking a walk, going to a show or the movies,
or perhaps just going tQ a restaurant together.

Be .honest with your teen. When you' re angry or d isappointed, explain why. When you ' re happy, share y~ur
joy. Give pr~i se and encou ragement wh~n you re
pleased with your tccn's behavior or accomphshments.

Be a good listener.
Trust your teen to "do the right thing" after you've
offered your advice and guidance.
Forgive and forget. Everybody makes mistakes. Allow
your teen to learn fTom them.
Say "I love you." ·

HOW WELL DO YOU
KNOW YOUR KIDS?
You may say, "My leenager wouidn't do that." Most
don't. But even if yours wouldn·t, think about the following questions:
• Where is your child right now?

HOW TO TALK TO YOUR TEEN

• What are your tcen's deepest fears?

Listen, really listen. Don't try to listen while doi ng
something else . Put your chores aside so your teen
knows you're really paying anen1 ion .
Tolerate d i!Tercnces. View you.r teenager as an indivi~ual distinct from you . But this doesn ·t mean you ca n l
state your opinion if you disagree.
Never Lmply that your teenager's fecli.n gs don't matter or that they will change. Teens live in the present.
lt doesn't help them to know they'll soon feel
differently.

• Who is your son's or daughter's best friend?

• Do your teen's friends feel welcome in your home?
'Remember, a strong relationship with your children is
the best way for you to guide them, and to prevent them
fTom becoming a sorry statistic.
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DISCUSSION OUTLINE
STUDY SKILLS: How to help your child be successful
and what to do when they are not
Ill. Setting the Stage
~

Make school a priority in your family
--speak positively about it
.-Eliminate unnecessary absences
.. Discuss items of educational interest (articles, happenings)
.-Model positive education behaviors (reading, studying, discussing)

~

Get organized!
--start a family calendar
".""Clean up your act (This could be a family project!)
.. Keep a fairly regular schedule

~

Family Dinners
--oo them daily!!!
..Turn off the T.V.
•They generally aren't impossible (Firefighter in Mid-West)
..-1f impossible, have family meetings
..-Things to discuss:

v' School (Yes, they did learn something today!)

V Your work
v' News items (elections, controversial topics)
v' Friends
v' Upcoming events
~

Related Articles
.-successful Parents, Successful Kids: Cultivating Success
(p. 21)
..-How to Teach Kids Responsibility (p. 22)

IV. Structure and Rules, Nurture and Care
V. Questions, comments, concerns?
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SUCCESSFUL PARENTS, SUCCESSFUL KIDS
-Sally MacDonald, Seattle Times Staff Reporter
CULTIVATING

SUCCESS

•I point out the connection between what my child is learning in school and real life
•I expect and encourage a good attitude toward school
•I expect my cl1ild to behave in school
•I expect my child to respect teachers
•Every day after school, we talk about his day and mine
•I don't expect perfection in ::,Ghool -- just his best
•I respond promptly and cooperatively when there is a problem in school
•He goes to school every day unless he's sick
•She gets enough sleep to be ready for school
•My child eats a good breakfast every day
•I prepare nutritious meals and snacks because food is fuel for learning
•I see that he's clean and dressed appropriately for school every day
•I help her get to school on time
•We celebrate achievements -- even raising a D to a C -- and proudly post artwork and
awards
•I choose games and toys that fit my child's age and interests. They should be
challenging, not frustrating or boring
•I encourage my child to explore textures, tastes, sights, smells, and sounds, because
young brains develop through all the senses. It may be messier than television, but it's
also more stimulating.
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Nancy Samalin, Parent Guidance Workshops

Resp~:rm~i bility\,,·
1

~

.

I-Iow to Teach Kids Responsibility

---------- -----J.~------------------esponsibility in children-or
:myone-is m_uch_more than
.Just remembering. to do
chores or being obedient It means
caring about how your actions
make other people feel and understanding why rules are important

R

TO TEACH RESPONSIBII.IIY...

0 Set an example. Kids may not always
listen when we lecture them, but they watch
us carefully and draw conclusions about appropriate behavior from our actions.
Example I: You and your son are
rushing to get to a store bdore it closes. You
stop to help a womar1 u.irry her baby stroller
up the stairs. Your child learns--it's good to

go out ofyour way to help people.
Example !I: At t.he movies, you lie
about your daughter's age so that her ticket
is cheaper. Your daughter learns the nonresponsible message-it'.~ OK to lie.

0 Whenever your kids take respon·
sibility, notice it-and express your appreciation. Rewanling desirable behavior
encourages this. People often overlook
these occasions or take them for granted.
Worse, many parents only comment when
their kids forget to be responsible.
Parents need to remember to say,
Thanks, that was a big help. Be especiq.]Jy
careful to acknowledge behavior tha~s important to you but that may not be impor·
tant to your child. E.xamples:
• [ noticed that you put your books in
your room instead of leaving them on the

table. That's greal--now I can set the table
for dinner.
• I appreciate that you hung up your
jacket when you came home.
0 Give kids choices. Adulthood consists of one choice after another. Making good decisions is a prerequisite to
responsible behavior. Therefore a kid
who is simply told what to do all the time
never learns to make informed choices.
Suggestion: Instead of simply assigning chores to family members, make a list of
everything that needs to be done and call a
family meeting to decide who will take care of
ead1 task Together, you may be able to divide
the duties so that each person is assigned
tasks he/she doesn't mind ... or work out a rotation system so that no one is always stuck
with the most difficult or tedious chores.
Involving your kids in this process
shows them that their opinions are valued
and gives them experience in finding practi·
cal solutions. It also reminds them that
they're part of a learn, with each member dependent on the others to keep the household running smoothly.
0 Help your kids connect privilege
with responsibility and vice versa.
Too many children believe that they're
entitled to whatever advantages they
have-as though their parents were here
Bottom lin,/Pmonal interviewed Nancy Samatin. !ow 1dcr
and director or Parent Guidance Workshops. I00 Riverside Dr..
New York 10024. She is author or Louing Your Child Is Nat
Enough: PosiJi11< Discipline That Worxs ($11) and lnv, and
Anger.~ Parrnlal Dilemma ($11), both published by Penguin Books. 375 Hudson SL. New York 10014.
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lo serve them. These kid~ have a h;1 rcl
lime bet:oming responsible adults.
A parcnt who allenclecl one of 111y workshops u:.-es an ingenious system lo prevent
this problem. Her family h;is an ,umual ritual-each year, each child i::cts a new p1ivilegc 011d a new responsibility. One is contingent upon the other. 111e kids i!Ct lo discuss their choices with their parents. who
then take their _concerns se1iously.
Example: Your daughter has wanted
a dog !or several years. She agrees lo habysil for her brother once a wet•k. For this. she
will earn the privilege of gelling a clog.
0 Impose appropriate consequences.
Don"l be loo quick to "rescue" your cltil-dren when they make nuslakes. Parents
often nag and then bail out their children
anyway. One of the best ways kids learn is
through the impact of reasonable consequences. You need not be overly punitive
about mild oversights. Let the conse·
qucnces speak for themselves ... and your
chi.Id will be less likely to forget next lime.
E.rnmple I: You asked your son to
pick up a carton of milk on his way home
from school and he forgol Instead or rushing to 'lhe store yourself. you serve dinner
with no milk._ .and lhe next morning lhere"s
none lo put on his cereal.
E.rnmple II: Your daughter leaves
lhe house late several times" month and misses the !<:hool bus ... despite your atlempi.S lo
get her out the door on time. Each time. you
drop C\"Cr)1hing to clri,•e her lo school---\e1:turinf: her on punctuality d1.11ing the llip. Ac·
lually, sht'"ll b(> more likely to ch;mge if )'OU
stop talking and \et her uVJ/k to school. If th.is
is not a ~"\[e op~on. tell her you will thive her
when you"re ready-after you·ve showered
and donr rnurchores. Few kids want 10 anive
in the middle of the second pe1iod.
C Gi,·e kids a chance to fix their
own mistakes. Lei erru1, be an oppor·
lunily for learning ancl a chance lo do bet·
I.ff nexl 1i111e. You !ll~Y be te111pt("d lo blow
11p ,ll )'Ou r d1ildren·s failu re,;. !3ul yelling
ra,·elv a<:co111plishes anylhi11g an<l is likely lo ·n1al;e yon. ~swell as your children.
feel evL·n worst·. IL instead. you help your
l;icb ri11d wJys lo ;.el things right. lhe)'°II
IL"ai n 1n11d1 111orc' 1ha11 they would fro111
sL"Oldi11i.:,: ~11cl you"II fed lietlcr. too
111;1kt

E:.:,\•cu11µlc•: ll ·-s y,1111· sun 's l11r11 lu
di1111t·1 He fo, ~ct::.. ~1~1y:-. l~11c ;1l ....,...-hnol

In [lia)'

ltsi1h:il\ ;111d

do..·,:.ii"I !-!"l'I

111111w 1111111

b

p111 . ln'-1(';1cl 11r 5,11;tppi11g :it hi111111 st~u ·1111g- d111
11t·1 )"tJ111 ;,:-If. [1 I' ,,aving. 11,\· ltnuc n f>rr,/J/c111
11un! \Vlwl do JO.II //1i11k wr m11 tf,, abu11/ ii' I le
111,y uL,·irk lo mal;l' ,;,:i;1111hkd 1:ggs. wl11p

uµ a quick tuna salad ... or trade shifls with the
person who was supposed to cook the foUow-

i11g night's dinner. Even more important thai1
gelling dinner on the tahle. hell be 1110Dv.iled
lo take his conunillnenls seriously.
•

STRUCTURE AND RULES ROAD
Rigidity

I
I

Criticism

I
/

--------

/

----

Non-negotiable rules

-------

Negotiable rules

Marshmallow

Abandonment
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NURTURE AND CARE ROAD
Abuse

I
I

Conditional

I
/
/
Assertive

Care

--- ---

Supportive

Care

Indulgence

Neglect
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STRUCTURE AND RULES ROAD
EXAMPLES
Child gets a "D" on a report card in math.

RIGIDITY: "If you ever get a D again, don't bother coming home."
CRITICISM: "You never do anything right. You're going to turn out to be a loser just
like your Uncle Harry."

NON-NEGOTIABLE RULES: "I expect you to do your best and I know that you can
do better than a D. Next quarter you will keep a complete homework
chart and there will be no TV until your grades come up."

NEGOTIABLE RULES: "I understand Mr. Jones is a hard teacher. What are some
things we can do to get that grade up to a more acceptable level?"

MARSHMALLOW: "Gosh, I know that Mr. Jones is just way too hard for you. Don't
worry about it. It's only one grade."

ABANDONMENT: "Report card? What report card? Why are you bothering me with
this?"

NURTURE AND CARE ROAD
EXAMPLES
Child reports he is being picked on by another child at school.

ABUSE: "What are you, some kind of a whimp? Let me show you what it's really like
to be picked on" Parent slaps child around to toughen him up.

CONDITIONAL CA.RE: "Hey, if you can't defend yourself, don't expect me to
defend you."

ASSERTIVE CARE: "I'm going to call that child's parent and your teacher and
we're going to get this taken care of."

SUPPORTIVE CARE: "W~1at are some ways we can help you learn to defend
yourself and take care of the situation so it doesn't happen again?"

INDULGENCE: "Oh, I'm so sorry. I'll let you stay home from school this week so you
can have time to get over it."

NEGLECT:

"So?"
From: Growing Up Again by Jean Illsley Clarke and Connie Dawson
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• I rc.alile my child needs my help
to bccnme I SI.KttU.
• Jhu, him aDd tcD him how much I
love him every dly.
• I pni~ her 00.en and promptly - ,
for p>d bch,.;o,, oo< pcr,orw
,nribu1cs
• I rrul my child wilh rupee\ and
upcct ll\c wne UI return.
• I five him ra,ponsibilities u
home
• I h:1 my child kriow in tleaT tr-.rms
my 1und.Mds for her beh.aV10f and
rm rc.ldy 10 de/end them as appro-

pri.uc and relevant
• I remind her often lN1 Ktions
luvt COflSCQUC11Ct1, ,
• I cn/orcc lhe COO~Qucoces of

rnisbehiv,or b.irty

• I use disci~inc 10 I ~ . no< lo
punish.

• We renegotiate the ru.lc, ,IS she
rcu oidt.r or lhoW"S rnitunty.
• I te.ch my child sel!~,cipline by
=mple.
• fveui~tmydwdtobe
U£Ctt1ve, noc auressive oc p,us,vc.
• I try to be fflOft. po.l,itive than ne11tive mo4.ll my job and r:ny Life.
•Weull<>bout~-our-

s.dvea IOCW issues and current
..,.,,,.,

• Jdoo\r:on--ipue mydu'ld with~
o~)Q(t' kids: I ~ him for

-,,hohe i.\.

• I di.K1JUr1.ge te-en se~
• I tdl my childrtt1 about our WTlJly
b>d(aro,,nd and ethnic heritage.
• I don't bclittJe his idea.1 or aJlow
anyone cJM! in I.he l:amily to do it.
• Whcr. we don't a,rct:. I try lo see
tlun,a-s &om my child"• perspective.
• My child Lc:lls me where hc'1
ROU'i, who with and foe how long and I cJ\cclt it out.
• I kt my truldrl!ll ~ where I'm
and how""" rube p,e.

'°""

o/ the CNIDQ~ wl\ell l read
btausc thll llW:tt. re-., Nn.

projects, PTA r.omm1t1.C"es and 6eld ,
trips whenever I ~
• I anend parenting skills prognms
put on by the f"T A..
• I c ~ my child to contin~
his or her eduabOn beyond hi,:h

• I M:t alide tbe same quiet lime
every day k,,r dnWU"\i. painting, ooSacing or re.aiding with. rny preschooler. Whcn lhe ioet lO ld>ool thi>

TMlni: the tun
out of bomewM<

"'qWct time.. ~ "'study

durin.11 study tune, rnws and f>mily

tun,.
• My chiJd is.n'I usual.I)' aJlowed to
io oot on school nichu., aJthough
J'm O~e •'hen some.thine ,pccw
comes up.
• I act utde time each day when he

an receive or make tele.phone calls.
• We anend cooccru and other live
pcrlorm.u.cci, mUICUlnS, LOOS and
historic.al plK-es l.Oiethcr.
• We Wte tun.ii)· day trips and~-

"°"'·

• We go 10 lhe bbnry revuw1y. to

dl.:ck out books w:f p.utic:ipite in
story umc..

• We Wte tw'DS tc1lina: ehos,l slories, ~~CW'C: yams_ iairy ta.lCI OC'
1tories about hil life er mine.
• My child wn1.. 1ctten,...,;..
andjounuh.

every day. even in 11.unmet.

• J1J l'Qd I favorite ll«y &pin &nd
,a>UL Chcerluiiy.
• I 1wtcd re.adm1 nursery rhymes
and toudl,and-feel book1 when my
children were babies bcc:ausc th.al 's

•I"""'"""' him to clividc home·:

~ into

•lpoin.tout:be.CXlan«:UOG

ochool and r..i life.
• I e.lp«t and """""i' I rood

-

1ttit\14k JOW'Ud M:hool.
• I upca ror cba1d t.o bchzve in

lo<111yduld._
child', homework; Out's the

en.

1.1\JWCC richL
• (~mychildtoukcedu· ,·
a.led K"JCUC:S on test.I iJ she', unwre.
oL a.a answer and U'IC.Q move on.
• Uthere's " n o ~ tonight.:'
my c.hild spends study time review:-·
lfl.l. working for cnn acdit or rarl, •
"'i•

• I don '1 expect perlectioa iD Khool
-ju.st his best.
• I respond promptly &nd a,oper,·
tivcly when there',• problem at

school
• H,,oestalldloole""'fday
unleu ht:'1 sic.k..
• She I'" er....,.t, slttp to be re,dy

Getting along wftl, otJ,en

• My child cats I rood brokfut

1.ppropriitely for tchool ncry day.
• f help her act to school oa time.
• We celcbr.atc achicvcmenu even raisU\i I D to a C - and
proudly po5l artWon: and 1Qtds.
• I chooo. pm .. aDd lay, UUI 6t
my child's a.ec and intcrNU.. Tilcy
1hould be chalknein&, not frus<nt·

inK or borine,

• I cncoun.ge my child lO explore
·te.nun:s, ll.Jtcs. 1igha, 11Ticlb and
sounds, beal&IC )'OW).f bnm.s dcvcJop lhrw£h all the s.etUQ , Jc mat be
messier than ldevitKM\, bu! it', l.lso
more slimub.tinc.

Jow.,tlooi..
• I am myth,11", l.dY"O:Jt( 11 K.boot.
• I Wk with cxh o/ my cJwd'1
Leach en urly in the Khoo! )'CU,
• I vili1 the IChool 1.t \cut ooce 1
month, on the way to wan. or al

• I r ~ e a n d ~ e how
di.ffu:\dl I tc.achct't job Ql\ be.
• f vOKC que.1tioN aod CX>nC.un1
aboul lcachen in a c:om.tnlelive
w.oy.
• I rWLZe my c..tuld may not always
be ri.rhL

• rve taught my child to respe:ct her
1I1d th.al o( others.

p:rop,crty
~

• I C..Ul';OIJ."1((. ~

"71,

lO

,.....u

• I let her work ooL her own dis·
agrttmenu with other kidi.
• I encour.a&c him lo hive his friend.I

..,.,_

• We u1k U>Out wh.a( rrwccs a good"~
&ieochnd why.
.
.•
• We role-p~)' 1roublewme ~tui• _
tion,10mychildkno.-.howto ·
csapc pe-cr pr~urc.
.• We discuss g2112s. drugs, smok:Lng;
aloJhol IDd sex.
• My child h.u al le.nt three adults •
other thin p,arent, to go to for help, ·

Gn,,rini I good c:itiz.e<,
.:
• My duld takes lc.uons to develop:
~~l~csts in musk. art., spo~
• She compcles and performs in
school or lhe commun.iry.
• He tx.Jon11 to ahu-tchool IU~
like ICOUU.
• She ~s fret rime to play.
• I cncour;;ige him to vohuileet, to be
int.uested i.n helpU\I olhcn.
• I help my child en...;sion 1 happy
future. "Whal do you wv.t to be ,,,:hen
you ifOW up!· is reworded as my
child r.ows up: .. ltow Clll you
become wtu.t you ~ t 10 be?"
.lhS,.,.u,fPilN.1.V:'<:.11~

~arlll Tim.ts staff rrporltr

• I never mi111 parcnt-tuchcr conference.

• I act ou1 puu and vuy the vOKCs

• J attend JChool n-cnc.s.
• I volW1tecr to help out with IChool

S.---: T1'# I ~ RUJJ,,v Al»~
· "WMII Ndl Nud ,o Sw:uaL -1,y

P,1rr L 8-JOPI. /Md, CaJbrv&UI

,r,v/
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•

•

teachet. job.
• .
• I remind him the world won't come
to an end if he doesn't a:et every • ; .

• Every day lnU school we talk
.ix,,,.
hi, day and mw.. .

u,g.
• I t.-ee th.at he", dean and dressed

••

• t doo't cbcck evuy mis.Ille in m)'·

• I expect my chiJd ID ~ teach·

• I prep,Me nutritious meals ID:i
111.lcks because food LI fuel for leirn•

small doable. tuks, with.

short b,ew,
• l don't do homewocti:: lo, my dwd;'""'.'"'
1'111 the coiuullln, the drill . . , _ •
and the •bnrr cb.ouHeur.
•
• I pv.-ide a dictiorwy, theuur\11 · •
ind atlas (aJJ aV1.1ab~ in papcrlmk) · ' •

bcrwccn what my cbik! is: learning in

when Litcnc:y a n d ~ 1kiJl1

befU\. Ji'1 &JIO An eXC\He 10 euddJe.

• I belp her get swted by nulcinc
a.be know, what the u s ~.

IW't

is.

Clftlw6ic-

lunchtime.

•Ir~ ID my kids 1S minuLcl

• I provide, qwe<. well.Lighted pll<e
lor my child 10 do homework.
··
• I ..,.,,.. m..is. wruly tim, om! 'IV
viewing around the homcworlc schedule.
• I act aside time every day for
.
home-worlr:: - Sattle Khools 1ugge.r
4-10 rninutca a day for Cradc.t K-2;,
10-20 IT\illule$ lor Gn.dcs 3-(, 2°""°·
mi.outes fo< GndcJ 5-6, Jt "'ill Wee
more time u thoc child cell older ol. ·
wbeo spcc:iaJ projccu a.re due.
•

oorree1 every wont The: point is
th.at he understands: what's- Kt>ini on.

brs.chool.

• We W1.tch t e ~ 1t:.lectivcly.

bomewonc~u.

ture,
• I rod lhe ~ books u my children ,.o ti,'t' a.'\ Wk lb>u: UK:n,
• When my child r~s to me I don't

eVCI)' d,y.

• The television act it. t\Ulled off

• rve t&lkod 11/"lth my child's tc.achcr
about ber karn.ina 1ty\c (T\Su.al uc:lile, ,udit«y oc lunesthetic) and
we've .J.iTecd on a p r ~ to lnO'.JI"...
ponte it Ulto the du.sroom and

lion.al,
• I eocouragc my child co read ~bout
people Ul other countries a.nod C:W •

• We. h.a¥c regular wnily meetings.
• The children h.avc a uy U1 decilions that Ul~vc them U their
dw.iion~ MC lwm/uJ ot W\IICCCpl·
able, tht JY,renu n.i~.

TV.
• I watch TV w,th my clwd..

time:

and the habit'• alre,dy in,r>inod
• My cMd doesn't h.nc lO re~ ll
h i s ~ bdaJI r.hc time:. ki,ure
r~ding should be fun. not irlsLruc:·

K-6ar 11,o ,...,. Ill

• We M:t uide at ~tone ni&ht a
week for b.mily activitiet, like
pmel or a video
• J 1.imjr the time my child watches

>d>ool.

How yourfamfly can thriv~J rtot just sumve
Time
CONTINUED FROM

"U
I

.......
01

LI

4. Write family time into your
schedule. Ir time together is a priority, don't just hope it will magically
appear after everything else on your
lor,g list has b<!cn checked off. Block
off several hours on a S:lturday ,ltcrnoon, for example, even ii you don't
yet have specific pians.

ble away enough moments each day
to make an extr.1 hour or two unusable for anything else.
Other parents arc taking J cue
from co!l)Or.tions by pr.cticing ..domestic downsizing" - simplifying
everything from their possessions to Get organized
their outside commitments. In the
5. Pare down you.r possessions.
process, they're gaining new free- Simplify, simplify. Every object exdom and changing the apologetic acts a price beyond its initial cost in
pnr.s,, "I don't have time" into a terms of cleaning, upkeep. stor.ge.
positive one: "I do have time,"
Getting rid of unneeded things Small efficiencies - saving five m,gaiines, newspapers, letters,
minutes here, 10 minutes there clothes. even ur.used furniture can add up. But g3ining larger blocks produces two benefits. F:rst, it frees
of family time requires going beyond more space in closets ~nd rooms.
what one mother jokingly refers to as Second, it confers a sense of lightthe "take-shorter-showers" school ness and mental freedom. Ask yourof time-saving advice. A more mean- self: Do we need this item? Do we
ingful approach involvc5 seeing the use it? Do we like it? lf the answer is
larger picture and sometimes chang- no, throw il away, give :t to a charity
ing fundamental ways that the hous,,- or seU iL
6. Maintain order. Who hasn't
hold oper.tes.
Herc arc some proven time-man- . known the frustration of searching
agcment techniques that simplify life frantically for something that is temso you can enjoy more time with your porarily misplaced or buried a.-nid
clutter? It wastes time, encrgy and
family:
peace of mind. Debbie Nielsen, an
I. Consolidate lists and schedules office manager in Encinitas, Calif.,
into one planner, then keep it close at and the mother or a 4-year-old son,
hand. This avoids losing track or sa)-s; "Before I go to bed I load the
commitments when you have one dishw.isher, str.ighten the living
calendar at worl< and another at room, gather newspapers and trash,
home. Time-management systems and sweep L~e kitchen floor quickly.
such as Fr.nklin Day Planner, Day- Then in the morning everything goes
Timer, Day Runner and Filofax offer more smoothly."
7. Keep a petty cash fund. !!
binders and ins,,rts in varied sizes,
allowing you to customize pages to children need money for school
lunches or tr.nsporution, calculate
suit your needs.
2. Keep a family calendar. Tape a the total amount you need each
week.
When you do your banking, gel
large monthly calendar on the refriger.tor or mount an erasable bulletin enough dollar bills or small change to
board on the wall, listing everyone's cover everycne's needs. This saves
activities. Also include deadlines for fnintic last-minute searches in wallong-term school projects. Try using leL~ and pockets as the school bus
a cli!fcrent colored m.arker for each approaches.
8. Us,, automatic bili-payment
member of the family. This makes
individual schedules easy to identify plans. Most banks allow customers to
and encourages children lo keep authorize direct wiU1draw.il from a
checking account. · You select the
track of their own activities.
3. Plan each day. The maxim that date for withdraw.l. "Bill-paying can
you have to spend money in order to be time-<onsuming - there's no way
make money also applies to time. to do it fast and accurately," says
Spend 10 minutes - ' early in the Joa.'l.1e Anden;on or Edina, MiM., a
morning, on your lunch hour or high-school Spanish teacher and
before you go to bed - quicUy mother of two. "Each automatic payreviewing what you must do in the ment means one less cheek to write,
n~ 24 hours. This helps you feel in one less st.amp to lick, one less
control, cuts down on unfocused deadline to remember."
9. Ration television time. Is your
activity and helps you concentrate on
family w.itching too much TV? Even
the things that really matter.

next dzj',
12. }Jeware fr,•! m3il. Everyone
nec<ls !u shop for dothes and other

items, of course. Hut simply wandering aimi~ss!y thrm,gh the mall as a
form of family ~ntertainmP.nl on
weekends can ·1eav~ everyone feeling
unsatisfiej. It can also ;,ut a dent in
the family budget :f parents or children m.:1ke unr.ec~ssa..ry. impulsive

purc.'1zs,:s. Instead, substitute more
acti11e, trul)" rami!y-centered activities - a walk in the woods, a trip to a
children's museum, a visit to the
playground.
one fewer sitcom j)roduces 30 minutes or "found time" ·a day. Choose
programs C2r<!fully, then use the
extr., time for more interactive: activities - working a puzzle, ;,!aying a
game, reading' a stcr,• together,
10. Don't overschedule your
school-age kids. Too many 'commitments after. classes let out can be
ccunterprodudive, straining chil·
dren as well as parents, who must
arnnge Co,. transportation. Sometimes the best solution
be an
after-school ·prognm that offer.i a
one-stop-shopping approach, bringing activities such as Brownies and
gymnastics tu the program center.
Children need some downtime when
they come heme. If they're 311 worn
out, L'iey won', be able to enjoy time
together ·.vith the ra:nily. Help them
to choose carefully and to savor each
activity.
11. Establish a sensible bedtime
for children. Teachers reJ>o.rt that
more and more children are arriving
at school and child-are centers tired
because they stay up too late. When
children ue well-rested, the i.:hole
family functions more efficienUy.
Tucking children in at a reasonable
hour also gi,es porenlll a muchneeded chance to relax, spend time
alone together and prepare. for the

may

Double the value of time

13. Involve children in everyday
tasks, These might include preparing
dinner, setting the table, folding the
laundry, sorting recyclables, w;;shing
the car. Working together offers a
good chance for conversation ..nd
coru;ection. Even very young chii·
dren can get in the spirit of helping.
Beth Cafarella, a human services
manager in Sterling, Mass., says,
"Instead of telling my 2Yl-year-old,
"Monuny will be done in a minute; I
have to do the vacuwning," I give
him one of the attachments to the
vacuum. He thinks he's helping me.
My hope is that by including my boys
in hous,,woric, they're going to feel
it's their responsibility too when they
get older."
14. Ask for help. Spouses and
children arc not mind-readers. Quietly discuss with them what needs to
be done to clear more time for family
activities.. "Sometimes a mother's
needs get lost in the shuffle," says
Patricia Wall Colatarci, a lecturer and
auth,or on family relationships Crom
Encinitas, Calif. "Whatever thos,,
needs are, it's important to communicate them. Children should be reminded th.>t ;,aients ccunt, too."
15. Be ;nindful cf small opportuni·

ties. Every moment you have with
your family is precious, but transitions - wher. you leave your youngster at child care, or kiss your spouse
goodbye in the morning - are especially important because they can
create a cl?senes! th~t remains with
you all d.ly. Treat these times
thoughtfully.
Protect family time

16. Use the answering machine.
Turn on the .tnswering machine

home that prevents you from being
fully present to your family.
19. Set priorities. Some days, of
course, even the best efforts to use
time efficiently still don' t seem to be
enough. ln such cases, the bes!
solution is to focus on the most
urgent priorities and le! go or lesser
details, such as housework. Debbie
Nielsen, the office manager from
California, says, "The house will
always be here, and there will always
be chores to do. But my son will only
be 4 once, he'll only be 4 ~ once, he 'll
only be small once. Keeping that in
mind helps me set priorities."
Chris Hibbs, a salon manager in
Natwick, Mass., agrees with this
long-term perspective. The mother
of two teenage sons, she remembers
putting everything else aside to run
the concession stand as a volunleer
parent at the Saturday football games
when her sons were in middle school.
They were thrilled at her tangible
involvement in their school lives. she
says. "Down the line, they're not
going to remember whether the
kitchen floor was dirty or not. But
they'll never forget me selling hot
dogs at the concession stand during
those football g3mes.
"You have to realize that there
are some things you just can't do,"
she adds. "You need to ask yourself
'How imporunt is it? ' " Sometimes,
at the end o( a full day, Hibbs recalls.
she'd tell herself"l've done all I could
today. That's enough. I'm done."
With that attitude, you'll find a
measure of contentment and satisfaction in today's accomplishmencs. And
each well-planned tomorrow will of•
fer the promise of24 more o'clocks in
which to work productively and also
enjoy the time you spend with your
family.

when you want to avoid interruptions
during mealtime, family activities
like a ,iame of Monopoly or • story
re;id oc:! loud. 2nd bedtime rituals.
17. Establish "touch-base times"
when famil)' members connect with
one another. Caryl Krueger of Escondi<lo, Calif., is a child-<levelopmc;it specialist ar,d the author of
"Working Parent/Happy Child" (Abingdon Press). She finds that working
parents feel more in control of limited family time and work more cffi·
ciently when they can count on
regular connecting points during I.he
day, such as breakfast, an alterschool phone call and diMer, Even 10
minutes at breakfast. she say,, allows a chance to plan the day "who's going to pick up whom" and to send children off on a positive
note.
·
It's also a good idea to take a
moment to chat with your youngsters' teacher when you pick them up
at the child-are center or after·
school program. Ths helps you stay
informed about their progress and
well-being and reassures them Uut
you're involved in their activities.
18. Try to work efficiently on the
job so you can leave your work at the
office. Sometimes canying a full
briefcase back and forth becomes a
habiL Don't do it if it isn't absolutely
1/f~,.,- t- It'... ~ 1'.,,,_ ~ I I ~ HAL
necessary. And before you leave at H.w,.., C,,. M ,y4b _._... ~ . , . t... A¥h
T..... SrJ-"-1
night, try spending 15 minutes clearing up your desk and making a list of
1.;,e thin~ you need to do tomorrow. Marilyn Gardner u a r,port<r for th,
Th.at will allow you to sign off so you 0,,u/j,," Scimc< Morrilllf' •f,<cinli,i"l
won't be carrying a men.!al burden i" workifamily ;,,..,...
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DEVELOPING AND MAINTAINING COMMUNICATION AND
POSITIVE DISCIPLINE WITH YOUR ADOLESCENT
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)
. INSTEAD,OF DENYING THE FEELING,

Ill. GIYC TIIE FEELING A NAME.

'·{

IV. CIYF. A CHILD HIS WISHES IN F.U,f.<,SY.

. INSTEAD OF EXPLANATION ANO LOGIC,

I
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INSTEAD Of' IIALF-LISTENINC,

INSIT.AD OF' QUESTIONS AND ADVICE,
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I. LISTEN Will{ FULL A1TENTION .

II.

ACKNOWLEDGE WITH A WORD--OI• . . . Mmm · · ·

1

>«-.-

Helping Children
Deal with Their Feelings
Children Need to Have Their Feelings
Accepted and Respected.

1.

YOU CAN LISTEN QUIETLY AND A'ITENTIVELY.

2.

YOU CAN ACKNOWLEDGE THEIR FEELINGS WITH A
WORD.

"Oh . . . Mmm . . . I see . . ."
3.

YOU CAN GIVE THE FEELING A NAME.

"That sounds frustrating!"
4.

YOU CAN GIVE THE CHILD HIS WISHES IN FANTASY.

"I wish I could make the banana ripe for you
right now!"

• • •
All feelings can be accepted.
Certain actions must be limited.

. . .·

"I can see how angry you are at your brother.
Tell him what you want with words, not fists."
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WHAT TO TALK ABOUT?
• Ask what child liked best about the day
• Ask what they liked least about the day
• Tell them about your day
0

co
I

0..

PLAN TIME TO TALK
• Often difficult with busy work and school
schedules
• When time is available often used to
ask:

,-

OJ
I

a..

- Is your room clean?
- Is your homework done?
-WHY NOT?

CHANGE ROUTINE
• Select a certain day of the week, or
month for you and each child to do
something special
• Maybe you are not the one that
normally attends or picks up your child
from an activity or sports event--switch
to give yourself an opportunity to "chat"
• Think about a "family time out" to plan
or review weekly activities

C\J

(X)
I

a..
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COMMUNICATION WILL
HELP BUILD FUTURE
RELATIONSHIPS
co

CX)
I

a..

How to Help Your Child
Behave in School
1. Tell your child how you expect him or her to
behave in school.
Speak dearly and directly. Sil down with your child and in a
no-<lonsense, serious manner lel him or her know Iha! you ore
the parent, and you set !he rules. Look your child in the eyes and
say: "There is no way I am going to tolerate your misbehavior
at school. I know that you con behove. And I core about you
and love you too much lo allow you to continue acting this way
al school."
It is very important that you remain calm while speaking. Don't
yell or scream your demands. Speak in a firm, clear lone ?f
voice. By staying calm you will let your child know you ore in
control.

2. Avoid arguments. Use the Broken-Record
technique.
·
When you tell your child to do something, chances are you'll
get an argument bock. Don't foll into the trap of arguing with
your child! Arguing is not useful. Nobody wins. You musl stick
to your point and let your child know that you mean business.
A technique called· the Broken Record will help you ovoid
fruitless orguments.

Here's how to use the Broken-Record technique:

First, tell your child exactly what you want him or
her to do. For example,
"I expect you to complete your assignments during
class."

If your child argues, just keep repeating whal
you want. Do not respond to anything your child
soys. Jusl soy, "I understand, bur I wonl you lo
complete your assignments in doss."
Use the Broken Record a maximum of
three times . If ii does not work, stoF lhe
conversolion. If lhe problem persists, you wil hove
lo toke stronger oclions. You. will need to bock up
your words with actions.

3. Back up your words with actions.
If your child chooses lo conlinue lo misbehave, you must be
ready lo bock up your words with aclions . This means that you
mus! hove disciplinary consequences chosen tho! you will use
if your child still does nol behove. The consequence must be
something that your child does not like, bur it musl nol be
physically or ~sychologico!ly harmful. Toking away privileges,
sue~ as walc!11ng TY or lolkmg on the phone is of1en effeclive .
So.'s grou~d1ng . Wil~ younger children, grounding con mean
being restricted lo their room for a specific amount of lime . For
older children, grounding con mean having lo soy al home for
a certain number of days.
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Follow these guidelines:
• Always/resent the consequence as a choice.

Your chil must understand that he or she has a
choice. Your child can behove as you ask, or
misbehave and choose lo accept the consequence.
Tell your child: "If you misbehave at school, you will
choose to (for example) lose the privilege of watching
TV during the week."
• Give the child the consequence each time he or
she chooses to misbehave.

You must be consistent if your child is to know that
you mean business. Each lime your child chooses to
misbehave at school he or she must be given the
conseguence. No exceptions. No excuses. Don't
back down.
• Stay calm when you give the consequence.

Stay in control. Remember, your child chose this to
happen. You are simply following through with what
you promised.
• Forgive and forget.

Once your child hos received the consequence, the
issue is over and should be forgotten. It's time to
move on. Don't stay angry or resentful. Instead, let
your child know that you still have confidence in his
or her ability to behave appropriately.

4. Know what to do when your child begins
testing you.
Children often test their parents lo see if they really mean
business. Don't be surprised if this happens toyou. When given
a consequence, your child may cry, scream or yell at you, or
beg you lo give him or her jusJ one more chance. Stand your
ground! No ma tter how much your child cries or pleads, you
must follow through with the consequence. Don't give in, no
matter how upset your child gets. Let your child know that you
ore prepared lo follow through.
Tell your child: (for example) "You have chosen lo be grounded
in your room. You will go to your room and stay there."

5. Catch your child being good.
Praise your child when he or she behoves oppropriot~ly at
school! This is the real key to improving behavior. All ch1!dren
appreciate hearing praise from parents, and yours 1s no
exception.
Follow these guidelines:
First, give your child plenty of praise when heor she
begins to show improvemen t. You need lo let Y?ur
child know that you recognize the good effort being
mode. Don't ever let a day of good behavior go
unrecognized.

·~-=~~ -~

Tell your child: "I like how well you did at school
todav. I'm ~('\ nrn11rl ...J \/f"\11 r,v
l..--..1 II
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For the parent(s) of
Solving
- - - - -- - - -- - Homework
Problems
When your child would rather bottle with you every night than do
homework, ii is lime lo sel firm limits. Your child may openly refuse
lo d, homework or lie lo you or lo the teacher about why ii hasn't
bee I done. To solve this problem, you must make ii dear to your child
that choosing not to do homework is choosing not lo enjoy certain
privileges.

Here's what to do when your child refuses
to do homework assignments:
State clearly how you expect homework to be
completed.

1

Tell your child, ·1 expect you lo do all of your homework
every night. Under no circumstances will I tolerate your
refusing lo do your homework assignments."

2

Bock up your words with actions.
When your child is in a power struggle with you a nd
refuses lo do homework, you must make it clear that his
or her behavior w ill result in a loss of privileges. Tell your
child, "You can choose either lo do your homework or to
not have privileges. If you choose not lo do your
homework, then, until you ·have finished your assignments, you will lose these privileges: You will not leave
this house. You will not watch lV. You will not be allowed
lo listen lo music or use the telephone. You will sit here
until all of your homework is done. The choice is yours."
TI1en, stick with your demands. It may take your child
several days of sitting idly in his or her study area to
realize that you mean b usiness.

3

Praise your child when homework is done.
Praise your child each time he or she completes homework. "I really like the way you've beeri getting your
homework done. That's what I expect from you."

4

Use a Homework Contract.

A Homework Contract is an effective motivator for young
people of any age. A Homework Contract is an agreement between you and your child that states: "When you
do your homework, you will earn a reward." For example: "Each day that you bring home your homework
and complete ii appropriately, you will earn one point.
When you hove earned five points (or ten points) you will
earn a special privilege.N (The younger the child, the
more quickly he or she should be able to earn the
reward .)
5

Contact the teacher.

If problems continue, contact the teacher and request
that additional discipline be provided al school for
homework assignments not completed . Your child will
quickly learn that the school is bocking up your efforts.
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From lime lo lime your child moy forgel lo bring home books or
homework ossignmenls. Bui when he or she conlinuolly foils lo bring
home assigned homework, you musl toke action.

Here's what to do when your child fails to
bring assignments home:
State clearly that you expect all homework
assignments lo be brought home.
Tell your child, ·1 expect you lo bring home oD your
assigned work and all lhe books you need lo complele
your assignments . ti you finish your homework during
free lime al school, I expect you lo bring ii home so 1h01
I con see ii.·
2

Work with the teocher(s} to make sure you know
what homework hos been assigned.
Sludenls should be wriling all homework ossignmenls
down on a weekly ossignmcnl sheet. Ask your child's
leacher(s) to check and sign the assignment sheet ol lhe
end of doss . When your child compleles lhe assignments, you sign lhe sheet and hove your child relum ii lo
lhe leach er.

3

Provide praise and support when all homework
assignments are brought home.
Make sure thol your child knows 1h01 you oppreciole ii
every lime he or she brings home all homework ossignmenls. "ll's great to see 1h01 you remembered lo bring
home all of your homework . I knew you could oo ii."

4

Institute Mandatory Homework Time.
If your child slill foils lo bring home assignments, he or
she may be avoiding homework in favor of spending
lime wilh friends or watching lY. Mandatory Homework
Time eliminates lhe odvonlages of forgetting-homework.
Mandolory Homework Time means thol your child musl
spend o specific omounl of lime on ocodemic activities
whether homework is broughl home or nol. In other
words, if one hour (or two) is allotted each nighl for
homework, the enlire time musl be spenl on academic
work such as reading, •:,r reviewing lexlbooks or class
noles. When sludenls learn thal their irresponsible
approach lo homework will nol be reworded with more
free lime, lhey will quickly learn lo remember to bring
home their assignments .

S

Use a Homework Contract.
A Homework Conlrocl is on effeclive molivalor for young
people of any age. A Homework Conlract is on agreement between you and your child 1h01 sloles: "When you
do your homework, you will earn o reword.• For example: "Each day 1h01 you bring home your homework
and complete ii oppropriolely, you will earn one poinl.
When you hove earned fiva poinls {or ten points) you will
earn o special privilege." (The younger lhe child, lhe
more quickly he or she should be able lo earn lhe
reword.)

6

Work with lhe teacher to follow through at >ehool for
homework not completed.
If your child conlinues lo forge! homework, discuss with
lhe leocher lhe possibility of imposing loss of privileges
al school. loss of lunch time, or assigning oHer-school
delenlion lets your child know that you and the school ore
working logether to ensure lhot he or she behoves
responsibly .

r-~ Your child must learn to bring home and complele all hornet...!! work assignments. Accepl no excuses.
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Homework
Problems

. ::~

Family Activities
Following completion of the lecture/discussion portion of the evening's
program, activities were provided to encourage the families to come back
together to enjoy a brief period of bonding and communication in an informal,
fun setting.
Steve Byers, a recent graduate of the Education Department at Central
Washington University was recruited to coordinate the family activities. Mr.
Byers had previous experiences directing Outward Bound outings for troubled
youth as well as family counseling activities.
The goal of the family activity portion of the program was to provide
parents and their children an opportunity to enjoy a number of fun activities that
could be done together and which might spark and encourage communication
and promote further togetherness activities in the home.
Outlines of the activities directed are presented on the following pages.
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ACTIVITIES FOR EVENING #1

Jamaquack
This wonderfully silly game was invented during
a game-change session at a New Games Training
in Springfield, Massachusetts, where it was discovered that to be a jamaquack is a never-to-beforgotten experience.
Jamaquacks are rare birds from southern Australia . Being from down under, they always stand
bent over, with their hands grasping their calves
or ankles, and shuffle along backward. They are
nocturnal by preference, and when they are out
and about in daylight, they always keep their
eyes closed. Day or night, they communicate
with each other by quacking constantly, ceasing
only to take a breath. (Jamaquacks must
sometimes be remi.·,cleJ to take enough breaths
to keep frorn becoming that other rare bird, the
dizzy-crested blood rnsher.)
Since jamaquacks are always trying to wander
off somewhere, only a third of us can be jamaquacks at a time. The rest of us must form a
jamaquack pen by holding hands in a circle,
facing the center. Two of us create a hole in the
pen by dropping our hands.
The jamaquacks gather in the middle of the pen,
heads together, and 01:igin quacking and moving
backward with their eyes closed, trying to find
the way out. While the foolish birds are engaged
in their trial-and-error escape attempts, those of
us forming the circle do our best to jam the
quacks back inside the pen by gently kneebumping them if they back into us.
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Once outside the circle (their objective), the
jamaquacks can finally stand upright and open
their eyes, but they should keep quacking to let
their species mates locale the hole.
Once you've seen a jamaquack, we're sure you'll
want" to be one. •

ACTIVITIES FOR EVENING #2

Outward Bound

Hurricane Island
Outward Bound School
P.O. Box 429, Mechanic St.
Rockland, Maine 04841
Telephone 207·594·5548

LET THE EGG DROP

II

II

Your Te3m Instructions:
Goal: To design and make a packaging container, using O~JLY n,e
supplied materials. The egg must survive a free fall or 8 feet on
to a hard surface. A one minute marketing presentation will be
requireti just prior to _the free fall test.
Time Limit: 30 minutes
Team Size: 6 to 1o members
Ground Rules:
I. Only those materials stated in the list below may be use1J
2. In order for a team to be eligible to win, it's egg must surv ive
the egg drop test.
Material List:
(20) Stravvs
( 18") Scot.er, Tape
( 1) raw eg9
Scoring Criteria:
-20 points fo1· an egg that survives the 8 foot free fall test.
-(0-20) points fo1· your marketing pr·esentation.
-I point for every straw not used in packagin~i. (only avvarLieli
if product doesn't break after testing.)
·
-1 point for every inch of scotch tape not useti. (only a\va1·deti
if product doesn't break after testing.)
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ACTIVITIES FOR EVENING #3
Guess the Difference:
Students and parents are partnered up. Each partner is asked to spend
about 30 seconds carefully studying the other being careful to observe hairstyle,
clothing, jewelery, etc. Then, partners are asked to turn their backs to each
other and change 3 things about their appearance over the course of about 30
seconds. Finally, partners turn back around to attempt to identify what 3
changes have been made.

Giving Directions:
Students and parents are again paired up. Partners are seated back to
back at separate tables. One partner is given six popcicle sticks and asked to
arrange them in some sort of design. This same person then gives one
direction at a time to his/her partner so the partner can attempt to replicate the
first partner's design. Once the directions have been given, the partners then
compare their designs.
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ACTIVITY FOR EVENING #4

Puppet Role Play:
Students and parents were shown a number of different puppets. The
presenter then acted out several typical family scenarios using the puppets as
family members. Participants were given the opportunity to brainstorm options
the fictional family could use to solve their problems.
Next, students and parents were invited to pick puppets and act out
scenarios experienced in their own families. The group could then brainstorm
options to solve the problem, or the family acting the scene could share what
solution they found for their problem.
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Evaluation
Following completion of the family activity, participants were asked to
complete a brief evaluation of that evening's program. Participants were asked
to respond to a brief questionnaire asking their feelings about the meal, the
workshops, the family activities, and the child care provided. They were also
asked to recommend changes in the general program format and to suggest
ideas for future discussion topics.
A copy of the evaluation instruments are included on the following pages.
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PLUS FOR FAMILIES
EVALUATION
Session Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. Did you find this session worthwhile?

Yes

No

Comments:

2. Was the information presented in a format which was of use to you? Yes
Comments:

3. To what extent were the presenters informative, prepared, and interesting?
Very

5

4

3

2

1

NotAtAII

2

1

Not At All

Comments:

4. Was the meal to your liking?
Very

5

4

3

Comments:

5. Overall rating of this evening's event:
Excellent

5

4

3

2

1

Poor

Comments:
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No

PLUS FOR FAMILIES
FINAL EVALUATION
1. Did you find this session worthwhile?

Yes

No

Comments:

2. Was the information presented in a format which was of use to you? Yes

No

Comments:

3. To what extent were the presenters informative, prepared, and interesting?
Very

5

4

3

2

1

Not At All

2

1

Not At All

Comments:

4. Was the meal to your liking?
Very

5

4

3

Comments:

5. Overall rating of this evening's event:
Excellent

5

4

3

2

1

Poor

Comments:

6. Would you be willing to attend a program like this again in the future?

Yes

If yes, can suggest any changes you'd like to see?

7. Are there any topics you would like to see addressed at future programs?
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No

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Following the conclusion of each night's program, the author and his cocoordinator spent a few minutes reading through the evaluations from that
evening's program and debriefing about what went well and what needed to be
adjusted for future evenings.
A copy of the results of the evaluations from the first series of workshops
offered in April of 1996 are available on the following pages. Recommended
adjustments for future programs can found in the "Recommendations" section of
Chapter 5.
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EVALUATION RESULTS
SESSION #1 - DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES
1. Did you find this session worthwhile?

Yes - 7

No - O

DNR-2

Comments: Picked up several helpful ideas
There were lots of questions but no real answers
Good communication activities
2. Was the information presented in a format which was of use to you?

Y-8

N-1

Comments: Not really
Good handouts
3. To what extent were the presenters informative, prepared, interesting?
(Very) 5 - 5 4 - 3 3 - 1 2 - 0 1 - 0 (Not at all)
Comments: Presenters were good - some parental commentaries got off the
subject.
Good life experiences.
4. Was the meal to your liking?
(Very) 5 - 4 4 - 3

3 - O 2 - O 1 - O (Not at all)

DNR - 2

Comments:
5. Overall rating of this event:
(Excellent) 5 - 4

4-3

3-O 2-1

Comments: We need more time.

(DNR = Did Not Respond)
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1 - O (Poor)

DNR - 1

EVALUATION RESULTS
SESSION #3 - STUDY SKILLS
1. Did you find this session worthwhile?
Comments:

Yes - 1O

No - 0

DNR-0

Needed more time
I would have liked the kids to have heard part of this

2. Was the information presented in a format which was of use to you?

Y - 1O

N-O

Comments:

3. To what extent were the presenters informative, prepared, interesting?
(Very) 5 - 8 4 - 1 3 - 1 2 - O 1 - O (Not at all)
Comments: Picked up some helpful hints
Presented very well - It really opened up my mind to get more intune with my son's Multiple Intelligences instead of how I felt he
should be.

4. Was the meal to your liking?
(Very) 5 - 5 4 - 3

3 - 1 2 - O 1 - O (Not at all)

DNA - 1

Comments:
5. Overall rating of this event:
(Excellent) 5 - 6
Comments:

4-3

3 - 1 2 - O 1 - o (Poor)

DNR - O

No time to deal with specifics - Would have appreciated sticking to
the general topic and not dealing with individual problems.
I wish I could have been here for the other two presentations. It
takes talking and conversing about our experiences to make life
happen . Thank you.

(DNR = Did Not Respond)
(DNA = Did Not Attend)
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EVALUATION RESULTS
SESSION #4 · POSITIVE COMMUNICATION AND SISCIPLINE
1. Did you find this session worthwhile?

Yes - 10

No - 0

Comments: Good information. Honest reflections.
Good info.
Really makes a parent open up and look at yourself a little closer.
2. Was the information presented in a format which was of use to you?

Y - 10

N-0

Comments: Good format.
Maybe a little too much to cover in one session -- consider dividing
the topics into 1) Communcation 2) discipline on separate days
The most positive was this session on family and communication.
Everyone did very well. Felt very comfortable.
3. To what extent were the presenters informative, prepared, interesting?
(Very) 5 - 6 4 - 4 3 - O 2 - O 1 - O (Not at all)
Comments: Ideas that can be used at home. Good group interaction.
Nice to hear experiences from their lives -- what worked, what
didn't.
4. Was the meal to your liking?
(Very) 5 - 3 4 - 4
Comments:

3-2

2 - O 1 - O (Not at all)

DNA - 1

Little more variety.
Best one.

5. Overall rating of this event:
(Excellent) 5 - 7
Comments:

4-3

3-0

2 - O 1 - O (Poor)

Really enjoyed the activities with the boards.
Good speakers and ideas.
Good variety of approaches.

Continued next page -->
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6. Would you be willing to attend a program like this again in the future? Y - 1o

N-o

Comments: Different areas.
More discussion time.
It worked well -- I wish more people would have attended -- I think
it was helpful.
Perhaps a bit more interaction. A few participants dominated the
discussion.
More often.
7. Are there any topics you would like to see addressed at future programs?
Comments: Thank you so much! Needs to be advertised more.
Conflict resolution.
Discipline techniques at home. How to keep your sense of humor.
Making time for us (Mom and Dad)
Time management techniques. The media and its influences good and bad.
Anger management. Working out consequences appropriate to
behaviors. Thank you for making this series available.
Self-esteem. Sibling rivalry.
Expectations and at what age. Our schools as a whole. Maybe
have more teachers talk on their own discipline in the classroom -what is expected from the parent? What role do you want them to
play?
(DNA = Did Not Attend)
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a program to help
parents become more effective in recognizing and responding to characteristics
and behaviors of the transescent, with special emphasis on assisting parents
with their child's transitions into the middle school and high school. To
accomplish this task, current literature, research, and programs related to the
parenting of the transescent were studied. Subsequently, a program was
designed and developed for implementation at Morgan Middle School in the
Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, Washington.

Conclusions

Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1. Parents of transescent students are in need of quality education
programs to assist them in recognizing and responding to the unique
needs of their transescent children.
2. A four-night parent education program modeled after the "Parenting
Plus" program appears to be the most viable and effective for the
community of Ellensburg.
3. Additional methods of reaching out to parents in need of support
should be developed.
23

24
4. The parent education program developed for Morgan Middle School
may serve as a model for other middle schools in the State of
Washington.

Recommendations

As a result of this project, the following recommendations are offered:
1. Middle schools should offer parent education programs to parents of
transescents to assist them in recognizing and responding to the
unique needs of their transescent children.
2. Parent education programs should include both lecture and activities
and also include time together for the parents and their children.
3. As a result of the many activities families are involved in during the
spring, this program and others like it may be better received and
attended if held in the late fall.
4. The parent education program developed in this project may be
useful to other school districts in its entirety or may be adapted to the
unique needs of the parents of a particular school/district.
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